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INTRODUCTION

The University of Oklahoma, Department of Geography, under

grant award number OEti-0-9-461134-1867-725 conducted project number

461134, an EPDA Institute for the Regional Geography of the Amer-

ican Southwest for Teachers and Trainers of Teachers of Indians and

Mexican-Americans. The Institute was conducted in an eight week

period extending from ,une 9 to August 1, 1969. This document

represents the program Director's Report.

The program of the Institute was designed to provide train-

ing in the regional gecgraphy of the American Southwest for trainers

of teachers, administrators, and secondary (7-12) teachers of Indians

and Mexican-Americans. All participants were selected from a four

state area which arbitrarily defined the Southwest region; Arizona,

New Mexico, Oklahoma, and Texas. Substantive studies in the re-

gional geography of the Southwest included investigation of cultural,

economic, and physical characteristics of the region. Also, the

Southwest was considered in its relationship to adjacent regions of

Mexico and the United tates. In addition to the substantive studies

certain transfer-trans.Aion activities were designed to accomodate

the participants need ior methods of presentation of the knowledge

acquired in the Institute to their classroom activities. The pro-

jected output of the program in the ensuing academic year(s) was

the development of instructional activities which could be utilized

in the instruction of Indians, Mexican-Americans and/or Spanish-

Americans students which might assist in their understanding of the

region in which they reside.

There were seven specific goals developed for the program.

These were:

1. To improve methods of geographic instruction in grades 7-12
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as it is presented to Mexican Americans and Indian students

in Arizona, Nev Mexico, Oklahoma, and Texas.

2. To provide a basis for regional understanding of the

American Southwest.

3. To provide a productive environment in which classroom

teachers of grades 7-12, trainers of teachers, adminis-

trators, and institute faculty could meet to exchange

ideas for the improvement of content, methodS, and goals

to raise the quality of geographic instruction and to

appraise the value of regional understanding.

4. To create a practicum for graduate students who are potential

trainers of tet;chers and teachers of trainers of teachers

in geography.

5. To demonstrate methods of instructional material prepara-

tion, specifically: (a) to develop written teaching units

based on substantive materials presented in the Institute

program; and, cb) to develop media materials such as maps,

graphs, photographs, transparencies, and programed audio

visual program.

6. To acquaint tilt participants with library resources dealing

with substantic regional geography of the Southwest.

7. To create a poEitive attitude toward geography as an

academic disciljine which can make a relevant contribution

to the educatic :n of Southwestern Indian and Mexican-American

and Spanish-Amtrican youth.

Certain of the':e goals could be stated in the form of program

objectives; however, nct all could be specifically measured within

the limitations of the eight week program and the evaluation
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procedures utilized by this Institute.

OPERATION OF THE PROGRAM

This section of the Director's Report concerns itself with

program planning, participant recruitment, staff, orientation and

communication, program operation, and evaluation of the program.

A. Planning. The planning phase of the program operation

consisted of three elements. Initial planning for the program was

conducted in April and May of 1968 and was developed primarily on

the basis of conversations which the Director had with associates

in geography and education at the University of Oklahoma. Originally

the program was envisioaed as a full year operation of inter-disci-

plinary nature involving the Departments of Anthropology, Geography,

History, and the College of Education at the University of Oklahoma.

Difficulities arose in !onwiction with the staffing of such a pro-

gram. Consequently a short term project was organized on the basis

of providing basic studies in geography for teachers and trainers

of teachers.

The second elem2nt of planning came after the militia?, grant

(Planning Grant) was male in December of 1968. Two staff meetings

(members of the staff of the proposed program were all in residence

at the University of Oklahoma) were conducted in January and Feb-

ruary of 1969 for the determination of desirable modifications of

the original proposed s!hedule; and for the procurement of materials

of both substantive and pedagogical nature for use in the program.

There were severalensuLng sessions with. Institute staff in regard

to the selection of participants .and the finalizing of certain

details of the program.
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The third phase of planning concerned evaluation of the

program. it was determined, at an early date, that any evaluation

should place emphasis primarily on determining in-program modifica-

tion and program planning for subsequent years. Since this was the

first year of operation of the Institute for regional study of the

Southwest a number of experimental designs were incorporated into

Institute activities. The chief function of the evaluators was to

determine which of these activities were desirable for inclusion in

future programs and which should be modified or eliminated entirely.

The independent evalua.:ing agency selected was the Southwestern

Cooperative Educationa Laboratory in Albuquerque, New Mexico.

This Educational Laborntory concerns itself with problems of edu-

cation of the Spanish-,imaerican, Mexican-American, and Indian popu-

lations within the same area from which participants in the Institute

were drawn. In the seE.,tion dealing with Evaluation the results of

pre-Institute, post- In ;rtitute, and projected post-post-Institute

evaluations will be diJcussed.

B. Participant: Recruitment and Characteristics. Twenty-

five participants were in attendance in the Institute. Eight were

from the State of Arizona, five from New Mexico, five from Oklahoma,

and seven from Texas. Of the twenty-five participants, five were

women. Seven of the participants were between 40 and 49 years of

age; eleven were between 30 and 39 years of age; and, seven were

between 20 and 29 yearn of age. The oldest participant was 49 years

old; the youngest partcipant was 22 years old.

Three of the participants could be classed as trainers of

teachers; two of these were college instructors. from Sul Ross State

College, Texas, and one was a coordinator of social studies from the
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Tucson, Arizona, Public School System. Four of the participants were

either principals or assistant principals in 7-9 grades. One par-

ticipant was a department chairman and will assume a position as

assistant principal in the post-Institute period. Eight of the

participants teach in classrooms having majorities of Indian stu-

dents. Twelve of the participants teach in classrooms having

majorities of Mexican-American students. Three of the participants

teach in classrooms having mixtures of Indians and Mexican-American

or Spanish-American students.

Due to the rather high degree of specialization of the subject

matter of the Institute and the restricted geographic area from which

participants were drawn, communications with potential applicants

for the Institute becaine a critical problem. Approximately 1700

brochures were mailed to public school superintendents within the

Your state area. Notices regarding the Institute and sources of

information from which application blanks could be gained were cir-

culated to newspapers iithin the area. Letters were also written

to the district officeis of the Bureau of Indian Affairs and letters

were sent to the presilents and/or deans of most of the teacher

training institutions (colleges) within the Southwest. In response

to these forms of annolncement of the Institute, 380 requests for

application forms were received. A good number of these requests

were from teachers outside the area. Within the four state area

only 64 applications w: re received. From the 64 applications some

25 participants and 15 alternates were selected.

Needless to sal the Director and staff of the Institute were

quite disappointed at he response to the announcements of the pro-

gram. It is believed that three factors were generally responsible
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for the poor response: one, the late announcement of Institute

programs for the summer of 1969; two, most trainers of teachers

have made summer plans certainly by November or December of the

year preceeding the summer program, hence the poor response received

from trainers of teachers; and three, the rather apathetic nature

of the administrators who received announcements of the program and

their ineffective means of announcing the program to members of their

faculty.

The difficulty of recruiting trainers of teachers was anti,

cipated by the staff and to this end ,active recruitment policies

were followed. These policies resulted in the recruitment of two

teams of trainers of teachers, administrators, and classroom teachers.

One of these teams consisted of four men from the Tucson, Arizona

Public School System consisting of the coordinator of the social

studies for the system, a vice - principal, a department chairman,

and a classroom teacher. A second team was recruited from the

Alpine, Texas area and consisted of two college instructors from

Sul Ross State College, two principals for the Alpine, Texas Public

School System, one consultant on Mexican-American education, and

a junior high school teacher. It was anticipated that a mdltiplier

effect would be achieved by bringing in teams of individuals from

the same school system or same area, so that upon their return to

their respective positions after the Institute closed they would be

able to communicate with one another and carry out team objectives

such as in-service training and coordinated classroom programs.

Although the results of the latter will not be known for some time,

expectations are high that sotA in-service training projects can be

organized by Institute participants for this fall and/or the summer
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of 1970.

C. Staff. The Institute staff, with the exception of one

change, remained the same from the proposal writing stage through

the execution of the Institute. One senior member of the staff,

due to the nature of his sabbatical leave during the academic year

1968-69, requested to be relieved of duties during the summer of

1969. The division of duties among the staff members essentially

were that of substantive instruction for the two senior staff members,

Drs. Hoy and Doerr, and transfer-translation media instruction being

delegated to the junior staff members. The junior staff members,

Messrs. Elam, Hodgman, and Sieve, are regular graduate students

within the Department of Geography; each has a strong and sincere

interest in geographic education. One of the program goals was that

the Institute program was to serve as a practicum for these individ-

uals. The contributions these three men made to the success of the

program were great indeed; quite frequently they engaged in a form

of team-teaching with the senior staff members. Generall7 the staff

was extremely well integrated and no problems resulted in communica-

tions between the Director or the staff members.

Several visiting lecturers were utilized in the Institute

program. Generally, the success of these individuals varied

tremendously. Two lecturers, both with expertise in the area of

problems of working with Indians and Mexican-American students, were

extremely well received. On the other hand some substantive orien-

tated lecturers were vary poorly received. The general consensus

of the Institute participants was that time devoted to visiting

lecturers could have been more effectively utilized by the residence

staff.
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Some problems were noted in staff orientation to the objec-

tives and goals of the program. These could probably be eliminat3d

in future sessions by a much closer supervision of individual staff

presentntions. Probably a greater number of philosophical discussions

of program objectives in the pre-Institute program would also help.

D. Orientation and Communication. Weekly staff meetings

were conducted during which a review of the week's activities and

a preview of the following week's activities were analysized.

Several in-program modifications were made. Staff members were

quizzed as to their reactions to the participants and their evalua-

tion of the effectiveness of the program to that particular point.

Junior - senior staff interaction was relaxed, informal, and effective.

The acceptance of the junior staff by the senor staff as equal

vrtners in the instructional activities of the program was para.

ticularly good.

The Director held several Director-participant conferences

during which small groups of participants met with the Director and

critiqued the program to that particular point. The Director also

utilised these occasions to attempt to sense areas in which the

program could be modified currently to be more effective and also

to determine activities and content that would be more effective in

ensuing years' programs. The approach to these sessions as largely

one that the Institute this year was experimental in nature and

therefore weakness and strengths needed to be identified and con-

structive criticism offered. The Director attempted to be extremely

open and frank with the participants and to convey the notion that he

was an equal partner with the participant as well as the faculty of

the Institute in the quest for the improvement of education in the
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subject matter field of the Institute. Based on four past Institute

experiences it is firmly believed that the openess which the partic-

ipants displayed with the Director this year was better than in any

preceeding year. A great number.of excellent ideas came out of

these sessions.

E. Program Operation. Relatively few modifications were made

in the original daily schedule which was submitted with the proposal

for an Institute (it is assumed that the reader has a copy of such

at hand). The attached weekly schedules contained in the newsletter

of the Institute, "The Roadrunner," contain the daily schedules.

Five kinds of instructional activities were utilized in the

program. First, most of the substantive content was presented in

lecture-discussion periods extending over a three hour bloc. An

average of three to four of these periods were presented each week.

A second instructional activity was the seminar-workshop during which

transfer-translation activities were considered. Heavy stress was

placed on media, particularly visual materials. Considerable atten-

tion was given to the preparation of visual materials. Generally

the group of twenty-five participants was divided into small sub-

groups of five to ten members each for these activities. Conse-

quently a great amount of personal attention could be given each

participant by the three or four staff members involved in these

sub-sessions. A third teaching activity was the field problem.

Two of these were conducted: the first field problem concerned the

prepaeation of large scale maps with emphasis being placed on the

development of a knowledge and ability to use scale and symbology;

a second dealt with the use of aerial photographs in the field and

aerial photo interpretation in the classroom. A fourth teaching
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activity was the field trip. An eight day field trip was conducted

during the sixth and seventh week of the Institute and proved to be

highly successful. Concepts and knowledge presented in the class-

room in the pre-field trip period were illustrated and brought to

life by observations made during the trip. An added instructional

component of the trip was the requirement that each participant

accumulate a graphic record of the trip via tape recorder and camera.

This activity tied in nicely with the media materials, concepts, and

methods presented in the seminar workshops. At the conclusion of the

field trip each participant presented a ten minute programed slide/

tape show to illustrate the nature of the field trip or some topic

which he wised to emphasise based on a collection of data while on

the trip. This activity was very successful; many ideas will be

carried back to the classroom and utilized. Most participants are

convinced that field trips are a valid and meaningful form of in-

struction.

The amount of structured and unstructured time scheduled in

this Institute forms an interesting comparison with other Institutes

directed by the author of this report. In a ganeral way the Struc-

tured time in this Institute was quite heavy. Relatively little

time was left free during the time period of 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. daily.

Consequently, most individual independent work had to be accomplished

either on the weekend or in sessions in the evenings. The Director

detected very few criticism of this amount of unstructured time.

Very few criticisms were detected from participants regarding being

overworked. In past years criticism of too much structured tine was

rather great. Perhaps the fact that the student-participant faculty

ratio was rnther low this year meant that the participants were
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exposed to a frequent change of faculty members and became less

fatigued by contact with relatively few individuals. One additional

factor which bears noting is the fact that no emphasis was placed on

grades this year. Each participant was guaranteed a satisfactory

mark ( "S") in transcript record as long as they attended each session

and contributed to the activities of the Institute. Consequently

there were several expressions of appreciation for removal of academic

competition and the generation of a more relaxed atmosphere.

Some problems did develop with certain participants. These

were unforeseeable in the selection process, although they were not

serious nor did they seemingly damage the moral of the program -

they were a nuisance to the Director. For example excessive drinking

on the part of one participant led to some on-the-job drunkeness.

Another problem is one which every Institute Director must face, that

of the professional Institute bumb who enjoys the free ride, knows

what consistitutes a minimum amount of work, and yet enjoys exploiting

the situation for their own amusement.

F. Evaluation. In the proposal for this Institute it was

projected that an independent evaluation would be made by the South-

western Cooperative Educational Laboratory from Albuquerque, New

Nexico This Laboratory supplied one of their staff involved in

teats and measurement as the chief evaluator. In addition, Professor

Lorrin Kennamer, Dean, College of Arts and Science, Texas Techno.,

logical College, Lubbock, Texas; was engaged as the content matter

evaluator. The report of the independent evaluation is included in

the body of this section of the Director's Report.

In structuring the evaluation a pre-test and post-test were

conducted.based on questions prepared by Dr. Paul Liberty of the
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Southwestern Cooperative Educational Laboratory and the residence

staff of the Institute. Some of the qucatinns were contend oriented,

the majority dealt with aspirations of the participants and in the

affective domain, i.e., attitudes toward education of Indians and

Mexican-American children, attitudes toward geography, attitudes

toward education in general. The Director instructed the evaluators

to determine those points of strength send weakness within the program

which could be utilized for future program planning and execution.

A proposed third evaluation to be conducted some time during

the winter of 1969-70 and which will involved on-sight observation

within selected participants' classrooms is planned. The findings

of this evaluation will be presented to the U.S. Office of Education

as a supplement to this Report. The following section presents the

preliminary evaluation report made by the independent evaluation.

This report is not abridged; it is presented as received.

PRELIMINARY EVALUATION REPORT: EPDA GEOGRAPHY INSTITUTE

Preliminary Evaluation Report on the Geography Institute held at the

University of Oklahoma, Summer 1969; Dr. James M. Goodman, Director.

The Evaluation was performed by the Southwestern Cooperative Educa-

tional LaJoratory, Albuquerque, New Mexico, under contract, with

support given by the Measurement and Evaluation Center, The Univer-

sity of Texas at Austin.

Principal Evaluator: Dr, Paul G. Liberty, Jr., Associate Director,

Measurement and Evaluation Center, The University of Texas, Austin,

Texas, formerly Deputy Director, Southwestern Cooperative Educational

Laboratory, Albuquerque, New Mexico..

Associate Evaluator: Dr. Lorrin Kennamer, Dean, Arts and Sciences,
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Texas Tech University, Lubbock, Texas.

Background

During the summer of 1968, the Southwestern Cooperative

Educational Laboratory, Albuquerque, New Mexico, was asked by Dr.

Goodman to examine a copy of a preliminary proposal on a geography

institute to be held, if funded, at the University of Oklahoma dur-

ing the summer of 1969. The Laboratory agreed to serve as independent

evaluator. When the proposal was approved and funded, the Laboratory

and Dr. Goodman, Institute Director, reinitiated contact during April

1969. Dr. Paul Liberty of the Southwestern Laboratory agreed to

serve as principal evaluator and communication ensued to implement

evaluation proceedings. Dr. Liberty was involved in the overall

assessment of Institute effectiveness, including testing and research

design considerations. Dr. Lorrin Kennamer, Dean of Arts and Sciences

at Texas Tech University, agreed to serve as associate evaluator being

primarily concerned with evaluation of the quality of geography con-

tent, materials, and instruction in the Institute. Dr. Kennamer is

a widely-known geographer. More detail on evaluation strategies Will

be presented subsequently in this report, however a dual-independent

approach was followed with Drs. Kennamer and Liberty pursuing largely

independent, but overlapping, evaluation purposes. The :final report

will include separate statements by the two evaluators and a con-

sensus evaluation as well. The "independent" approach was adopted

to afford multiple observations, something which is frequently missing

where evaluators are assigned to look at narrow parts of a project.

Both evaluators examined the concept and conduct of the Institute and

talked to some of the same Institute participants to check on the
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reliability and validity of the reports obtained from Institute

participants and also on the perceptions of the evaluators. The

following sections of the report focuses more on specific events and

procedures. Inasmuch as Dr. Liberty was involved in the project

evaluation almost from its inception, the initial comments to follow

are his effort to trace and make current the evaluation process.

Signed:

DR. PAUL G, LIBERTY, JR., Ph.D.
Principal Evaluator

Preliminary Evaluation Statement

by Paul Liberty

Initial contact. I was impressed with the ambitiousness of

the proposed Geography Institute upon initial reading of the proposal

during April or May 1969. The necessity for improving the quality

of geographic instruction in the junior and senior high schools, es-

pecially for ethnic minority group youngsters, was quite obviously a

major geographic educational need in the Southwest, In a survey of

twenty-five undergraduate and graduate students and faculty members

at the University of Texae, the respondents were unanimously in

agreement on the "dullest and most useless course" they had had in

junior-senior high school. It was geography!

To make geography more interesting and useful and relevant

to Mexican-American and Indian pupils, and as a vehicle for instill-

ing cultural pride in this pupils, and to train teachers of diverse

teaching backgrounds and varied academic preparation to teach geography

and to work with their pupils to promote regional pride, all these

things taken together represented a useful and intriguing undertaking.
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My initial reaction was that it was a very broad leap - from

the teaching of geographic content and methodology to Institute teach-

ers to training of teachers to promote cultural awareness and more

favorable self and ethnic images among the Mexican-American and

Indian students. It seemed reasonable to ask where cultural aware-

ness would be stressed or taught in the Institute and who would do

it. Since the Laboratory had some expertise in developing ethnic

programs built around an understanding of ethnic characteristics,

utilizing sociological and cultural anthropological and social psy-

chological approaches, it was suggested that possibly several members

of the Laboratory staff might present useful information and strategies

on how to teach ethnic minority group pupils, providing a tangible

vehicle by which to utilize geographic concepts to affect the attitudes

and feelingi of the teachkr rbout the pupils and the pupils about

themselves. Based upon Laboratory experiences, telling teachers

what to teach is frequently much less important than teaching them

how to teach with the material at hand and with the psycho-cultural

and social characteristics of the children in mind. Noting a need

in the cultural geography area, Dr. Goodman added two Laboratory

staff members, Mr. Edward Casavantes, child and social psychologist,

and Mr. Willard Bass, Indian education specialist, as lecturers.

Dr. Gene Shepherd of the University of Oklahoma College of Education

also spoke on Indian education. This cultural emphasis gave important

breadth and diversity to the Inaititute, a point which will be elabo-

rated upon later in this report. (Dr. Goodman has already begun

planning a vitally important extension of the 1969 Skimmer Institute,

an extension that explores greater psychological-sociological-

anthropological elaboration of this cultural theme.)
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Test development and test construction. Based upon readings

of the complete proposal, examination of proposed instructional con-

tent, and discussions with Dr. Goodman and some members of his staff,

several evaluation instruments were prepared. I prepared Exhibit A,

EPDA Institute in Geography Questionnaire. Members of the Institute

instructional staff prepared content tests over various geographical

content areas. Both instruments were pilot tested on a few graduate

students to assess understandability of the items. Scoring schemes

for both instruments had to be developed, particularly for the EPDA

Geography Questionnaire where the items were specifically developed

for this Institute, although some items from the Authoritarianism

(F-scale) Scale and Strodtbeck's Value Achievement Scale were incor-

porated into the Questionnaire. A major concern of the Questionnaire

was 'to assess Institute participants' expectations of the Institute,

since it seemed quite likely that a wide range of expectations might

exist on the basis of Institute announcements. Since the goals of

the Institute seemed quite broadly defined, there was the need to

determine what the needs and wants of the individual participants

were in order to determine, in the evaluation, which expectations

were net or were unmet. Future planning made this step even more

imperative than merely examining the results of the 1969 Geography

Institute. An attempt was also made in the Questionnaire to assess

participants' perceptions of ethnic minority group youngsters and to

see how these may have changed during the Institute. Also, it was

believed that knowing some of the characteristics of the participants

might be helpful in understanding the results. Both the EPDA Geog-

raphy Questionnaire, The Content Teets and a History of Geography as

well, were given pre and post administrations to evaluate change.
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Results of the testing will be cited later. (Exhibit B is the

Content Test and Exhibit C is the History examination.)

On-site evaluation. Since my major interests and expertise

were concerned with psychological and sociological areas, and tests,

evaluation, and research design and analysis considerations, it was

felt that a Curriculum Specialist in Geography should be included on

the evaluation team. It was mutually agreed, between Dr. Goodman

and myself, that Dr. Lorrin Kennamer, a noted geographer and Dean of

Arts and Sciences at Texas Tech University, would be asked to look

at the content of the Institute, the quality of instruction, the

quality of the learning experiences as compared with other programs,

and the quality of products developed. Intensive examination of the

curriculum materials, term projects, and interviews with Institute

participants was planned by Dr. Kennamer. The intent was for Dr.

Kennamer and myself, working independently from different approaches,

to objectively seek information on the importance and success of the

Institute.

I supplied Dr. Kennamer with copies of the evaluation instru-

ments. Dr. Goodman sent Dr. Kennamer the basic Institute proposal

and other background literature on the intent and Scope of the

Institute.

The pretests were administered during the first week of the

Institute, with the exception of the History pretest which was given

about a week later at the beginning of the history lectures. These

tests were scored by myself and staff members of the Measurement and

Evaluation Center, The University of Texas, Austin, Texas, where I

had assumed the position of Associate Director, after leaving the

deputy directorship of the Southwestern Cooperative Educational
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Laboratory in early June 1969. Copies of those parts of the Insti-

tute Questionnaire dealing with perceptions of geographj, its role

in education, in meeting the needs of ethnic youngsters, and the

Institute participants' expectations of the Institute, were made and

sent to Dr. Kennamer. Also, Dr. Goodman was supplied with a xeroxed

set of the same material for hie scrutiny,. This procedure allowed

Dr. Kennamer and myself to be "completely phased-in" as regards the

development of the Institute. Subsequently, I prepared an evaluation

guide (Exhibit D) which presented twenty-four, not mutually exclusive,

points which Dr. Kennamer and myself were to consider in evaluating

the Institute. The concern here was not so much that each item would

be separately answered, but rather that a set be developed to perform

the evaluation that both of evaluators would share. It was also

hoped that the itemization would prove useful to Dr. Goodman and his

staff in making their own assessment and in planning for the Summer

1970 Institute.

The role of the evaluators, as defined by the evaluators to

the Institute staff, was to obtain as much information on the Insti.;

tute and the participants as possible and to make this avallable to

the staff. The concern here was to work with the staff and the

participants to assess what was liked, what things went well, and

what other things might have been presented or improved. The concern

was to supply feedback to the planners and the supporters of the In-

stitute for the purposes of improving or refining or elaborating or

extending subsequent Institute offerings. In discussions to date

between the evaluation team and Dr. Goodman and the Institute staff,

there is very considerable agreement on points discussed. The

rapport and cooperation between evaluation team members and Institute
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staff has been extremely cordial and it is hoped that the evalua-

tion will be of utility to the Institute staff, who wero rated by

participants interviewed by me, 11 in number, as extremely untiring

and dedicated to the mission to make geography meaningful and alive

in the classroom, and pertinent to the entire study of man's environ-

ment and his interrelationships with that environment. Probably no

point was made more poignantly and repeatedly by Institute participants

in discussions with Dr. Kennamer and myself, and it must be mentioned

at this point for emphasis before other comments are made on the

Institute.

The on-site evaluation was conducted during the last week of

the Institute, with both Dr. Kennamer and myself on board. We reviewed

the reports of the field trip, heard narrative descriptions of the

field trip presented by members, and conducted interviews with Insti-

tute members. Dr. Kennamer visited with staff on curriculum and

examined curriculum materials and looked at the final course projects

of the Institute members. He also talked to Institute members on

their term projects. In addition, I examined posttest data, which had

been collected, and conducted individual and small group interviews

where various types of members were asked questions about the Insti-

tute and were invited to express their likes and dislikes. Institute

members, or participants, were chosen for their rated (by staff)

positiveness, negativeness, neutrality, and lack of agreement between

raters. I asked the Institute staff to 'make such ratings for, me.

In addition, I selected some others who had been described by some

staff members "as slow starters," and made a couple of random selec-

tions. There seemed to be about five Institute participants who

were slow starters or negative as rated by staff. Before the interview
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sessions began I noted each interviewee's expectations of the Insti-

tute as stated on the pretest questionnaire, whether he/she was a

teacher or administrator, whether interviewee had taught geography

previously, had come to Institute in a group or singly, and whether

pupils taught were primarily Mexican-American or Indian.

Results, of on-site visitation. The next section of this

report presents the principal points uncovered during the two-day

site visit. These findiags are based upon: reading the proposal,

reading the bulletin announcing the Institute, reading the personnel

files of each of the 25 Institute participants, examining the ratings

made by staff members along the dimensions of positiveness vs. nega-

tiveness, examination of pretest data, particularly expressions of

"what I hope to get out of the Institute," comparison of expectations'

of all Institute participants and Institute staff members, comparisons

of participants' expectations with statements of purpose in basic

proposal and bulletin, participants' assessment of field trip exper-

ience, participants' statements during interview and group megatons,

and examination of course data as supplied by Institute participants.

(Analysis of posttest data and comparison of posttest performance

with pretest performance will be supplied later after scoring and

computer analyses have been performed. Also, Dr. Kennamer's report,

covering examination of curriculum, curriculum materials and pro-

cesses, and term projects, as well as other Institute facets, will

be forwarded in a separate report.)

The following points are cited, without regard to any ordering

procedure:

(1) An examination of Institute participants' expectations

revealed a very broad range of expectations. Approximately 25
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differing expectations were found, possibly collapsing into nine

broad categories (see Exhibit E). The indication from this cursory

analysi3 was that the Institute would be hard-pressed to meet the

diverse expectations of the participants. This, in fact, proved to

be the case on the basis of the interview and group sessions. Air-

ticipants expressed a considerable interest in obtaining cultural

information on Indian and Mexican-American pupils. Also, there was

a "people-orientation" or a "student orientation" along with the ex-

pected emphasis on geographic content, process, and methods. Many

participants expected information on how to teach ethnic minority

group children, desiring ways of teaching or presenting geographic

information in culturally-appropriate ways so that youngsters would

learn better and feel better about themselves and their heritages.

The proposal and the annmacement bulletin allowed for a certain

ambiguity on this point. Actually, physical geography, broadly

considered, was the principal focus of the Institute, I believe, and

not cultural geography. At any rate, it is fair to state that Insti-

tute participants were divided between physical geography vs. cultural

geography, people-orientation vs. content-orientation, and how to

teach ethnic minority group youngsters vs. what to teach such young-

sters.

Institute staff members, while not overlooking the cultural

emphasis, found it necessary to emphasize the content, process, and

methods of geography in a short eight-week session. It was believed

by them that the Institute participants would be able to take the

concepts presented and adapt these to their particular situations.

The adaptation of content and materials was to be accomplished by

the participants according to the Institute staff, while the partici-
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pants expected to be told how to adapt geographic concepts to do a

better teaching job with ethnic minority group pupils. Future In-

stitutes might include more specific learning and behavioral objec-

tives to assist prospective Institute participants in deciding

whether or not to seek acceptance at the Institute.

(2) Participants comments on the field trip experience were

very favorable and appreciative, although very exhaustive. The field

trip was certainly the high point of the Institute, with participants

citing the importance of the well-planned itinerary by Dr. Goodman,

the depth of the pre-trip indoctrination by the Institute staff, the

usefulness of the bus loudspeaker in calling attention to various

landforms and ocher items of information by Dr. Hoy and others.

Detractor comments, deriving from participants interested in cultural

geography and people of the region were too little time to study

people of region and to visit with them and to live with them. For

these people in particular, home visitations and interviews with

Indians were very important to understand their perceptions of the

world and their patterns of life on the reservation. The importance

of the field trip and the people - sessions were repeatedly emphasised

by all Institute participants, although the members with a greater

cultural understanding-orientation would have preferred much more

time for cultural contacts.

(3) Participants expressed wuch appreciation for audio-vidual

training received in the Institute. All members interviewed indicated

that they would be much better prepared now to present materials to

their youngsters and be better prepared to develop entire series of

presentations along ethnic lines. Most of the participants had ideas

they wished to implement, tout did not have the media expertise to
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accomplish this.

The slide presentations of the field trip were good oppor-

tunities to utilize newly-acquired media skills. The presentations,

themselves, were physicalistic and touristic, being generally un-

imaginative. Exceptions were: presentation on the importance of

water, contrasting regions and landforms in the presence and absence

of water; and presentation on the "faces of the Southwest," a closeup

facial portrayal of the peoples of the Southwest. A greater effort

to develop theme lines would make media presentations more interesting

and useful, thereby getting rid of typical tourist photographic art.

This recommendation in no way detracts from the mancomments of

appreciation from teachers who said they now knew how to operate

cameras, use projectors, prepare slides, and develop a variety of

materials for school use.

(4) Participants reported in engaging considerable discussion

among themselves fol/owing their interviews with natives and the home

visits among Pueblo Indians. At least 75% of participants interviewed

reported a desire to have more time to relate to each other and to

get to know what other Institute participants are doing. The Insti-

tute schedule was so demanding and consuming of time that the desired

interaction did not occur. Generally, individuals did not know that

there were both principals and teachers in the Institute and that

several members came from the same school. Participant* were not

housed in a single facility, and this too reduced time for informal

interaction. Participants generally felt that they 'would have bene-

fitted from knowing what other people were doing.

(5) Participants felt that the Institute as well-organized

and that an abundance of material was available. About 50% of the
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interviewece mentioned the existence of the resource library assembled

by Dr. Goodman as very helpful to them in their work. The availability

of materials on a variety of topics in geography, including cultural

geography, and the availability of Institute staff members for con-

sultation were repeatedly cited by participants. There was unani-

mously favorable commentary on the dedication of the Institute staff,

regardless of the various modes of questioning or information-acquisi-

tion utilized by the interviewer.

(6) During the interviews and group sessions, it became

apparent that a number of individuals had become "tuned out" rather

early and that there had been.a degree of frustration on the part of

participants and that this frustration spread to the staff as well.

About five Institute members indicated to me that they were disappointed

by the straight geography emphasis, by which was meant "no cultural

geography or teaching application." Perhaps two members took four

weeks or so to become adapted to the course of the Institute instruc-

tion. This problem clearly refers back to the matter of divergent

expectancies of some participants as related to expectancies, or

goals, of the Inatitute staff. They found that they were not getting

what they came for and became frustrated. The Institute staff observed

this phenomenon. According to the interviewees, Dr. Goodman astutely

held general sessions explicating the purposes of the Institilte,

stating that considerations of promoting regional pride of ethnic

youngsters through the teaching of geography would not be emphasized

and that teaching strategies for ethnic youngsters would depend upon

the adaptive skills of individual participants. Participants would

not get ways and answer!, but would be shown and taught alternatives

and concepts to accomplish possibly some of their goals with ethnic
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youngsters. This move "cleared the air," and brought new perspective

to the Institute. Application of geographic principles into the

cultural domain, into better teaching strategies, into cultural in-

formation packages could not be accomplished by the Institute staff

in an 8-week Institute. I view this move by Dr. Goodman as a very

crucial step in the Institute process. This "clarification" and

subsequent cultural sessions where psychological-sociological aspects

of ethnic groups were discussed brought the Institute to the point

where there was something for everybody.

Institute participants and Dr. Goodman and his staff all

mentioned the possibility of expanding the cultural contact exper-

iences in subsequent Institutes. A remarkable 80% of the Institute

participants essentially volunteered to participate in a second

Institute, stating that they now had a wealth of geographical know-

ledge and that they would benefit mightily by a cultural application

of whet they learned in the present Institute. There was a need for

both the theoretical and the applied, the content and the cultural

contact, the physical-historical geography and the cultural-behavioral

geography. Whether Dr. Goodman and his staff elect to form a new

Institute group and combine the approaches mentioned above, or to

retain a goodly core of members from the present Institute for the

1970 institute, it is an intriguingly interesting notion to utilize

geography as a vehicle of instruction and communication in concert

with the other social sciences for ethnic minority group youngsters.

This combined social-behavioral science approach, utilizing sociol-

ogists, cultural anthropologist, historians, social and learning

psychologists, figures to be the most fruitful approach to teach

students the interrelationships of men and the interactions of man
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and his environment.

(7) Unanimous expression of the Institute participants

interviewed acknowledged the contribution of Mr. Edward Casavantes

to the Institute. Mr. Casavantes spoke on psychological applications

to the classroom and on the issue of social class versus ethnic con-

siderations in teaching disadvantaged youngsters. Mr. Casavantes,

of the Southwestern Labaoratory, stated that "ethnic" traits are

usually social class characteristics and not ethnic at all. The

"Cultural of Poverty" is said to produce a common set of character-

istics, traits, and values, regardless of race or ethnic grouping.

The Mexican-American teachers in the Institute agreed that charac-

teristics usually attributed to Mexican-Americans (live for today

philosophy, extended family system, etc.) are typical of lower social

class and not Mexican-Americans in general. This notion seemed to be

accepted by all the dozen or so members interviewed.

The panel discussion on problems in Indian education featuring

Mr. Willard Bass of the Southwestern Laboratory and Dr. Gene Shepherd

of the University of Oklahoma was highly rated by Institute partici-

pants also.

(8) On other topics of instruction, a sizeable majority of

Institute members liked the historical presentations, but expressed

a concern that these lectures could be made more topical in regard

to the Southwest. Dr. Doerr and Dr. Goodman were cited for their

broad societal viewpoint. Dr. Hoy was cited for his insistence_upon

the "why's and how's" --getting people to think. Mr. Elam and Mr.

Sieve were also cited for "dedication beyond the call" by members

interviewed.

(9) Final projects in course were intended to become parts of
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instruction:l packages to be further developed at home schools.

About 50% of interviewees indicated that they had been waiting for

some time to develop certain lesson materials but that they did not

have the time previously to do so. For them, the Institute afforded

both time and a better quality product through the media training

they received. Another 50%, approximately, indicated that some

teachers in their home schools had been interested in promoting a

social sciences program and that geography was now seen as the way

to pursue some program development. I encountered rather elaborate

schemes to return home to implement program development. However, it

remains to be seen whether this enthusiasm and planning can be sustain-

ed under the pressures of the normal teaching and support load required

of teachers. The Institute Staff intends to see whether these projects

newly-begun are further pursued at home bases. Trips to the partici-

pants' schools will provide not only important evaluative followup

but also vital consultant followup. Dr. Goodman and his staff are

committed to seeing the concepts taught in the classroom of the In-

stitute carried out away from the Institute. The decision to bring

in a group of Institute participants from one school may be found to

play an important role in getting a geography or social'science

program implemented in the home school. I was pleased to see that

a number of teachers had come to the Institute with the encouragement

of the school administration to build a subsequent program at the

home school. The followup evaluation-consultation contact should

provide useful information on what it takes or. who is likely to apply

what is taught in institutes. As we know so well, the.old saying of

"out of sight, out of mind" all too frequently applies to institute

participants. The followup is the important thing along with the
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pledged approval and cooperation of the school administration in

continuing the work of the Institute in the home school.

(10) Institute participants did.not perceive any difficulty

deriving from the presence of administrators, public school and

college teachers, and groups of individuals from a single school or

college. There was no particular boon noted by the presence of these

individuals with differing background and no particular disadvantage

either. The participants report not knowing who was what from where

because of the time pressures demanded by the Institute. This point

was noted earlier in an expressed desire by participants for greater

interaction-with-each other time.

(11) The decision by the Institute staff to avoid the assign-

ment of letter grades in favor of "pass-fail" notations was roundly

approved by the participants interviewed. This move took away the

element of competition and cleared the decks for getting on with

the work, according to the participants. On the basis of my involve-

ment in a number of Institutes held by or in connection with the

Southwestern Laboratory program, the eliminatitn of the evaluative

component in institutes serves to promote a work - orientation and

greater intra-group cooperation.

(12) Institute participants expressed a greater understanding

of geography and a greater appreciation of its role, both in the

public schools and social forces or developments outside of the

classroom. The majority of Institute participants were not know-

ledgeable in geography before the Institute, but felt subsequently

that geography was more important than history in the public school

curriculum and that geography should be combined with history to make

a better social science course in schools. Geography was seen as a
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vehicle for accomplishing a range oi social objectives, such as multi-

cultural awareness and understanding, pride in cultural heritage, and

in understanding and working in the "living environment" that is land

and people.

(13) Institute participants did not think that they could

have gotten as much geography by taking usual courses at colleges or

could have gotten as much appreciation and understanding of a "living

geography" as they did in the Institute. The Institute was perceived

as flexible also, so that each member could work on those projects

that interested him most. The Institute staff was readily available

to provide personal and specialized assistance. Even for those Insti-

tute participants who desired or expected more cultural information

on peoples of the Southwest, people contact, social-behavioral prin-

ciples to understand ethnic minority group youngsters, and ways to

teach such youngsters, there was the perception of geography as a

logical and important vehicle to accomplish socio-cultural objectives.

The foregoing statements are general summary statements on

the organization, conduct, importance, highlights, and other develop-

ments of the University of Oklahoma EPDA Institute in Geography. A

later report will comment in detail upon the quality and utklity of

Institute instruction and materials. This report will be authored

by Dr. Kennamer after study of the curriculum from a geographer's

point of view. Another report will be concerned with the effects of

pre and post testing, assessing how much and what was learned and

what attitudes and values may have been modified by the Institute.

Some findings of the pretest data are presented below (see Appendix F).

Pretest results. Table 1 shows the average importance ratings

on three sub-parts of the Content Questionnaire. Table lA cites the
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rankings of importance of study areas within geography. The study

of landforms and population numbers are rated as the tw4 most

important study areas. Cultural geographical study areas, such as

cultural diffusion, Sequent Occupance, and Functional Organization

are rated 5th, 8th, and 9th. Foreign trade is seen as least important.

It will be interesting to examine posttest data to see if a "living

environment" theme in the Institute modified these perceptions.

Table 1B presents the average importance ratings and rankings

of economic factors in the Southwest. Factors re'ated to agriculture

(water, grazing, irrigation-agriculture) were rated highest with

natural gas and petroleum next highest and tourism and military

activities as third most important grouping. Air pollution was seen

as the least important economic consideration, while water was the

most important economic consideration.

Table 1C presents average importance ratings and rankings of

cultural factors in the Southwest. Some of the items listed, such

as happy, witty, shameful, etc., are not rectors or entities but

rather descriptive adjectives. Two interesting clusteringe of the

highest and lowest rankings occur, indicating the perceptions (and

attitudes) of the Institute participants. At the most important pole

there are found Roman Catholic, Mexican American, conservative,

Spanish language, open - friendly - outgoing personality, prideful,

poverty, and clean. At the less important pole, we find dirty,

Liberal, Chicanos, idow-dull-ignorant, thaneful, sad-unhappy, Red

Power, Black Power, and Agnosticism. It is also interesting that the

term Chicanos is given a low importance rating while Spanish-American

and Mexican-American are given high importance ratings. Either

"Chicanos" has a negative connotation in fact, or the respondents did
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not know what Chicanos was, a possibility which seems more likely

since some roFtspondents skipped the item or placed question marks

alongside the term.

Table II presents the scores of the Institute members on the

pretest Geography Content Test subtests. Institute participants

generally were able to answer about 50% of the items, with map read-

ing being the most difficult test in terms of number of correct

answers.

Table III is based upon the "Orientations to Education"

Questionnaire. Institute members were asked to rank order the four

orientations as they themselves feel about each one, then how 7-12th

grade youngsters of Mexican-American background, Indiansbackground,.

Anglo-Middle Class, and Anglo-Lower Class backgrounds would feel

about each orientation. Institute participants, probably middle-

class in orientation, choose Philosophy C, "well-rounded academically

and socially," as most preferred, then Philosophy A, "Occupational,"

then B, "Academic," and finally D, "Self-identity." Interestingly,

all groups except Indians were perceived as favoring Philotophy C,.

including the Anglo lower-class youngster. Indians were seen as

favoring orientation A, occupational'preparation. The teacher-

institute group: perceived Anglo Middle-Class youngsters to be meet

like them, a not unexpected finding. However, the teacher - institute

group was very similar on the A and B orientations, indicating that

they were indeterminate in preferring occupational and academic

philosophies. On the other band, they saw Anglo Middle -Class

youngsters as quite clearly choosing academic over occupational

orientations. There seems to be greater concern among the Institute

members that education should be undertaken with the world of work in
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mind and not so much concern with the development of the intellect

per se. Perhaps the greater occupational concern reflects the ex-

periences of age or that the recollections of the depression are

quite strong in the Institute group.

Table IV takes the rankings of Table III and transposes these

to determine how the five grOups rank on each of the four orienta-

tions or philosophies. Thus, Table IV presents across-group compar-

isons. For example, the group ranked highest on Philosophy A

(occupational) was Mexican-American, on Philosophy B (cultivation of

the intellect) Anglo Middle-Class, or Philosophy C (well - rounded)

the Institute participants, and on Philosophy D (self-identity

seeking), Indians. The Anglo Lower-Class was ranked high on both

philosophies A and D. The purpose of this section was to examine

if the Institute participants saw groups of ethnic minority group

youngsters as being different in their educational orientations.

Some differences were noted and it should be added that Mexican-

Americans got almost identical ratings (and the same ranks) as

Anglo-Lower-Class youngsters. Indian youngsters were perceived

unlike other groups in their orientations. Some additional analyses

will be accomplished when the posttest data is available, however the

indication emerges that a tendency exists to confuse ethnic character-

istics with social class characteristics. Some of the Institute

instruction were concerned with distinguishing ethnicity and social

class considerations--all topfrequently Mexican - Americana are viewed

as lower-social class. There are, of course, middle and lower class

Mexican-Americans, but often Anglos perceive only a single set of

"ethnic characteristics" which is unfortunate, as well as inaccurate.

Table V.contaxns a number of items attempting to assess the
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beliefs of Institute Participants on such issues as social class,

ethnicity considerations, educational approaches, importance of

geography, and the utility of social science in the public schools.

Mean ratings and standard deviations are shown. These are shown here

for information only and will be discussed in more detail when the

posttest scores are ariAllable. An index of agreement or disagreement

is available in the Table. The higher the standard deviation, the

greater the disagreement on an item between Institute participants.

Table VI shows the results of ten opinionnaire questions

from the Geography Content Test. Part A shows the percentages of

Institute participants choosing each item alternative. On Item 1,

52% of the respondents chose alternative (2), while 36% chose alterna-

tive (3). Part B presents the results of a comparison group to the

Institute group. The percent of college students choosing each item

alternative is shown in Part B. On Item 1, 70% of the college stu-

dents chose alternative (2) and 0% chose alternative (3). The In-

stitute participants chose alternative (3) 36% of the time. Thus,

there is a goodly bit of disagreement between Institute participants

themselves and between these participants and a sample of college

students on what constitutes the Southwest. (In fact, considerable

disagreement exists between Institute faculty members on what states

are included in the Southwest designation.) This matter is of some

importance in 'fanning future institutes;

The sharpest differences between Institute participants and

college sample occurs on Items 8, 9, and 10, where the majority

responses for the Institute participants are: mesas and buttes,

desert, and pickup. Majority responses of college sample are: plains,

grasslands and "undecided," or indeterminate.
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To repeat, a fuller report on post vs. pre testing will be

issued in the near future.

The above constitutes the preliminary report by Paul Liberty.

Due to the requirement for submission of the Director's Report within

three weeks following the close of the Institute, future evaluation

reports will be submitted as they become available.

CONCLUSIONS

Changes detected in attitude, knowledge, and methods. Varia-

tions in pre-test and post-test evaluations indicates that there was

considerable change in attitudes, knowledge, and methods on the part

of the participants. It is generally believed that the Institute

program was worthwhile and did make a contribution to the potential

performance of the participants in their classrooms. Geography as a

discipline which has something to offer in the realm of social studies

education in its applicability to teaching of the socio-economically

deprived groups was acknowledged to be valid. An understanding of

the special characteristics of the Southwest and the impact which

man has had upon this region can provide a basis for regional under-

standing, regional identification and pride.

The encouragement and demonstration of use of media materials

is believed to be one of the greatest impacts which the program bad

on the individual participant. Many participants demonstrated an

enthusiastic interest and ability to utilize audio-visual materials

as they have never utilized tbdati before. Most participants became
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photographers for the first time. They took pride in their work,

organized their slides and commentary in a fashion which should

allow them to be more effective teachers in the classroom.

Major strengths and weaknesses of the program. The major

strength of the program was perhaps two-fold. First, the introduc-

tion of the participants to the field of geography and the sum

indication of its effectiveness in providing an understanding of

economic, cultural, physical, and spacial factors of the Southwest.

This type of emphasis is largely missing in most geography courses

which are presented on the level 7-12. Secondly, it provided most

of these people with an opportunity to engage in conversation with

teachers and administrators 'hp had similar problems but in different

locales. The interaction between participants and staff was particu-

larly effective in generating some ideas for modifications of current

programs and solutions to pressing problems. While the Institute

did not provide pat answers for all problems which participants have

of a pedagogical nature, it did indicate to each individual that

there are many people concerned, many people who care, many people

outside the secondary classroom at a college level who can identify

and speak to their problem. Many came to the Institute seeking a

set formula. They went home without a formula, but with -n apprecia-

tion for the fact that these problems are complex, not easily solved

and with the further knowledge, and most important, that there are

many who do care and who are making an attempt to approach the problem

of educating minority groups of the Southwest.

The major weakness of the program was perhaps the fact that

the participants were so diversified in background that not all had

a common goal in content material. Some placed tremendous emphasis
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on gaining knowledge of content and had relatively little concern

for pedagogical problems. With others the reverse was true. In

addition, the concerns of the administrator are.not the same as the

claisroom teacher. The faculty of the Institute, in general, were

much more impressed with the teacher in his earnest concern for

cognitive material than with the administrator who seemingly cared

little for geography. At the conclusion of the program, however,

considerable change in the attitude of the staff and the participants

was noted. The staff generally began to recognize their inedequaticies

in some areas suchas pedagogical problems ancrlack of experience in

dealing with the human element - i.e., Indian and Mexican-American,

and the participants appreciatively recognized the frustrations of

the staff. The hopelessness which many participants expressed during

the early weeks of the Institute, with the frustration and difficul-

ities of their local problems began to vanish toward the end of the

program when it was recognized that there were people beyond the

bounds of their school district who did have concern for what they

were attempting to do. The staff indicated their willingness to

participate in any consulting:without the charge of an honorarium

at any time and any place if they could be of help to the participants.

In addition, each participant was encouraged to correspond with staff

members concerning problems which may arise in the ensuing years.

What if, in fact, this will evolve remains to be seen. .Noweier, a

jesture of cooperation was extended and it was received with gratitude.

To candidly analyse the program is difficult at this point

with the Institute having only been completed some three weeks. It

is possible to say .that the staff felt completely drained of energies

at the end of the program and the participants seemed to be enthusiastic
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at their departure. The Institute program was approached this year

as a grand experiment. An experiment to see if subject .natter

oriented faculty in a department which is essentially concerned

with graduate education in geography could indeed work with a group

of administrators, teachers, and trainers of teachers who are

associated with the classroom problems of Mexican-American, Spanish-

American, and Indian children in the Sluthwest. These children

and their teachers are, for the most part, a greatly ignored group

of individuals. Most are thoroughly dedicated to their professional

activities but most of them feel that their problems have been

little recognised in present teacher retraining programs. It does

seem possible to any at this juncture that the faculty at this

college became aware of many economic-social problems in the South-

west which are not readily apparent. The faculty's contact with the

participants was extremely revealing. It would appear that a univer-

sity faculty can descend from their ivory towers and mingle with the

man in the field who is confronted with the "gut" issues of working

with groups who are economically deprived and quite frequently

militant. Most likely the greatest thing to be remembered from this

year's program is the interaction between participant and staff which

led to further understanding on the part of both groups.

In candid response it must also be noted that there were

several shortcomings in the program. Emphasis on the Southwest as a

geographic region, and the development of this idea, was not adequately

met. The program of the Institute was superficial in this respect.

The chief factor is that this weakness was undoubtedly due to the

Director's overestimation of the focus which the staff would place

on assigned topics. It is also most likely that the required expertise
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on the Southwest was lacking in the staff make-up. It is; also possible

that the Institute could have served as a better practicum for the

junior staff members if they had been involved in a more tightly

structured schedule with the participints in terms of preparing the

teaching activities which the participant was to take back to his

classroom.

In terms of future modifications of the program of this year

it would seem that several additions are highly desirable. One would

be the incorporation of greater sensitivity training which might be

developed by conducting live-ins with Indian or Mexican-American

groups within the.Southwest. This could easily be incorporated as

part of field study program which would replace the field trip.

The second additional change would be the removal of the eight day

field trip and in its place the insertien of approximately four weeks

in the field, living at five or six selected locations within the

Southwest for a study of type areas of the Southwest which would

involve four to five days in each area. In this manner it would be

possible to learn a lot more geography, a lot more about.the people,

increase the skill of the participants in undertaking field problems

and observations while at the same time providing a form of sensi-

tivity training. Consequently it is recommended that any future

Institutes in the Regional Geography of the Southwest be taken out

of the classroom on one individual campus and utilize

selected points within the Southwest for field training.



Fo-sr TEST
EPDA INSTITUTE IN GEOGRAPHY

QUESTIONNAIRE

NAME: DATE:

SCHOOL AND LOCATION:

GRADES TAUGHT:

SEX:. PI F
Please answer the following items as frankly and quickly as possible. The

information being sought may sometimes appear irrelevant to the nature of
the Institute. However, we can assure you that the data is useful and
necessary to the evaluation and future planning of Institute programs. For
this reason, your cooperation and frank and honest expression is sincerely
sought. Use the reverse side for any of your answers, if necessary.

Thank you.

I. Please answer the following items in a rather brief way.

44Litotmt1. The most important thing I out of this Institute is:

of Prom
2. Please list two other things, if possible, that 5leeenpeot of the

Institute program.

2)

05NuacTioN AFTER the
3. My main cemeemcgtft attending en Institute on Geography is
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4. A better knpwledge of geography will permit one to

5. The study of geography is important for teachers of Mexican American

and Indian youngsters in that

6. Mexican American and Indian students should know the geography of
their regions because

7. What importance, if any, is there for Anglo students in the study
of geography as it pertains to Indian and Mexican American history?

8. List in order of importance those factors which you see as limiting
the Southwest geographic education in your school.

9. Geographic education is essential for all secondary students
(grades 7 - 12) because it helps them
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10. Can geographic education produce within the Indian and Mexican
student a feeling of "regional pride?" In what ways?

11. Can geographic education produce within the Indian and Mexican
student a feeling of "racial pride or ancestral pride?" In what
ways?

12. Should geography be used to promote (a) "regional pride" and
(b) "racial pride?" Please explain your answer.

13. What time periods in history would you suggest as being most
relevant and interesting for grades 7 - 12 (a) Indian students and
(b) Mexican students? Please explain.

14. Are Anglo students likely to he interested in those eras which
Mexican and Indian youngsters consider important? Why?
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15. What immediate effects do you see resulting from increased
emphasis on geographic education in public junior and senior high
sohoolp? List as many as you think are important.

16. What 12u-run effects do you see resulting from increased emphasis
upon geographic education in public junior and senior high schools?
List as many as you think are important.

4.
17. What would you like to see happen in geographic education that is

not really happening yet, if at all?
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II. Circle one choice for the items below. (Example: If alternative "a"
is your choice, circle the "a.")

1. Which is a more serious failing in a teacher?

a) A severe and aloof manner.

b) Inadequate mastery of subject material to be taught.

2. Which do you believe is more true?

a) Most teachers tend to talk over the head of their students.

b) Most teachers are ineffective in maintaining discipline.

3. Teachers mostly prefer to:

a) Help pupils establish friendly relationships with classmates.

b) Help pupils learn the school regulations.

4. Teachers should, in my opinion, act to:

a) Help pupils establish friendly relationships with classmates.

b) Help pupils learn the school regulations.

5. Teachers mostly prefer to:

a) Help students acquire content material.

b) Help pupils acquire study habits in ways he can best learn.

6. Teachers should, in my opinion, act to:

a) Help students acquire content material.

b) Help pupils acquire study habits in ways he can best learn.

7. Teachers mostly prefer to:

a) Help students feel successful by rewarding his correct responses.

b) Help students learn by correcting his incorrect answers.

8. Teachers should, in my opinion, act to:

a) Help students feel successful by rewarding his correct responses.

b) Help students learn by correcting his incorrect answers.



III. Mexican and Indian students would probably choose which of the paired
alternative; below? Circle the choice you think they would make
if presented the choices below.

1. a) Many of the unhappy things in people's lives are partly due
to bad luck.

b) People's troubles, or misfortunes, result from the mistakes
they make.

2. a) I have often found that what is going to happen will happen.

b) Trusting to fate has never turned out as well for me as making
a decision to take a definite course of action.

3. a) In the case of the well prepared student there is rarely if
ever such a thing as an unfair test.

b) Many times exam questions tend to be so unrelated to course
work that studying is really useless.

4. a) When I make plans, I am almost certain that I can make them
work.

b) It is not always wise to plan too far ahead because many
things turn out to be a matter of good or bad fortune anyhow.

5. a) Who gets to be the boss often depends on who was lucky enough
to be in the right place first.

b) Getting people to do the right thing depends upon ability,
luck has little or nothing to do with it.

a) As far as world affairs are concerned, most of us are the
victims of forces we can neither understand, nor control.

b) By taking an active part in political and social affairs the
people can control world events.

. a) Nowadays, people just don't realize what an important role
luck plays in their lives.

b) There really is no such thing as "luck."

8. a) In the long run the bad things that happen to us are balanced
by the good ones.

b) Most misfortunes are the result of lack of ability, ignorance,
laziness, or all three.
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9. a) Sometimes I can't understand how teachers arrive at the grades
they give.

b) There is a direct connection between how hard I study and the
grades I get.

10. a) People are lonely because they don't try to be friendly.

b) There's not much use in trying too hard to please people, if
they like you, they like you.

11. a) What happens to me is my own doing.

b) Sometimes I feel that I don't have enough control over the
direction my life is taking.

12. a) Even if the odds are against you, it's possible to come out on
top by keeping at it.

b) A person's future is largely a matter of what fate has in store
ion him.

IV. Anglo students we id probably choose which of the alternatives below?
Circle the choice you think they would make if presented the choices
below.

1. a) Many of the unhappy things in people's lives ere partly due
to bad luck.

b) People's troubles, or misfortunes, result from the mistakes
they make.

2. a) I have often found that what is going to happen will happen.

b) Trusting to fate has never turned out as weal for me as making
a decision to take a definite course of action.

3. a) In the case of the well prepared student there is rarely if
ever such a thing as an unfair test.

b) Many times exam questions tend to be so unrelated to course
work that studying is really useless.

4. a) When I make plans, I am almost certain that I can make them
work.

b) It is not always wise to plan too far ahead because many
things turn out to be a matter of good or bad fortune anyhow.
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5. a) Who gets to be the boss often depends on who was lucky enough
to be in the right place first.

b) Getting people to do the right thing depends upon ability,
luck has little or nothing to do with it.

6. a) As far as world affairs are concerned, most of us are the
victims of forces we can neither understand, nor control.

b) By taking an active part in political and social affairs the
people can control world events.

7. a) Nowadays, people just don't realize what an important role
luck plays in their lives.

b) There really is no such thing as "luck."

8. a) In the long run the bad things that happen to us are balanced
by the good ones.

b) Most misfortunes are the result of lack of ability, ignorance,
laziness, or all three.

9. a) Sometimes I can't understand how teachers arrive at the grades
they give.

b) There is a direct connection between how hard I study and the
grades I get.

10. a) People are lonely because they don't try to be friendly.

b) There's not much use in trying too hard to please people, if
they like you, they like you.

11. a) What happens to me is my own doing.

b) Sometimes I feel that I don't have enough control over she
direction my li2e is taking.

12. a) Even if the odds are against you, it's possible to come out on
top by keeping at it.

b) A person's future is largely a matter of what fate has in store
for him.
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V. Please mark the following items according to the following code; mark
the one that best indicates your feeling about each of the itelts.

HA = Highly Agree
A = Agree
SA = Slightly Agree
SD = Slightly Disagree
D = Disagree

HD = Highly Disagree

1.

2.

3.

Obedience and respect for authority are
the most important virtues children
should learn. HA A SA SD D HD

Every person should have complete faith
in some supernatural power whose decisions
he obeys without question. HA A SA SD D HD

What the youth need most is strict disci-
pline, rugged determination, and the will
to work and fight for family and country. HA A SA SD D HD

4. When a man is born, the success he's going
to have is already in the cards, so he
might as well accept it and not fight

.L.Ist it. HA A SA SD D HD

`. Wars and social: troubles may someday
be ended by an earthquake or flood
that will destroy the whole world. HA A SA SD D HD

6. The wild sex life of the old Greeks and
Romans was tame compared to some of the
goings-on in this country, even in places
where people least expect it. HA A SA SD D HD

7. Young people sometimes get rebellious
ideas, but as they grow up, they ought
to get over them and settle down. HA A SA SD D HD

8. Nowadays more and more people are
prying into matters that should remain
personal and private. HA A SA SD P HD

9. If people would talk less and work more,
everybody would be better off. HA A SA SD D HD

10.. There is hardly anything lower than a
person who does not feel a great love,
gratitude and respect for his parents. HA A SA SD D HD



11. People can be divided into two
distinct classes: the weak and
the strong.

12. Nowadays when so many different
kinds of people move around and
mix together so much, a person
has to protect himself especially
against catching an infection or
disease from they.:.

13. No sane, normal decent person could
ever think of hurting a close friend
or relative.

14. An insult to our honor should
always be punished.

'.5. Some day it will probably be known
that minority group protests, such
as on college campuses produced
important social improvements.

16. Destroyers of tyranny have
contributed most to mankind.

17. Planning only makes a person un-
happy since your plans hardly ever
work out anyway.

18. When a man is born, the success he's
going to have is already in the cards,
so he might as well accept it and not
fight against it.

19. Nowadays, with world conditions the
way they are, the wise person lives
for today and lets tomorrow take
care of itself.

20. Even when teenagers get married, their
main loyalty still belongs to their
fathers and mothers.

21. When the time comes for a boy to take
a job, he should stay near his parents,
even if it means giving up a good job
opportunity.
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HA A SA SD D HD

HA A SA SD D HD

HA A SA SD D HD

HA A SA SD D HD

HA A SA SD D HD

HA A SA SD D HD

HA A SA SD D HD

HA A SA SD D HD

HA A SA SD D HD

HA A SA SD D HD

HA A SA SD D HD



22. Nothing in life is worth the
sacrifice of moving away from
your parents.

23. The best kind of job to have is one
where you are all working together
even if you don't get individual
credit.

24. It's silly for a teenager to put money
into a car when the money could be
used to get started in business or for
an education.

25. Social class (or socio-economic status)
is more important than ethnic factors
(i.e., being Indian or Mexican) in
accounting for attitudes and values on
achievement.
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HA A SA SD D HD

HA A SA SD D HD

HA A SA SD D HD

HA A SA SD D .HD

26. There are considerable social class
differences in child rearing practices
which are greater than the differences
between Mexicans and Indians as compared
with Anglos. II., A SA SD D HD

& Part A. The 5:flowing section pe 4.ns to the orientations or philosophies
that people have toward education in America. Read the four philosophies
elm:essed and rank them according to the following schemes:

'IC 1'1 IS READ THE PHILOSOPHIES A, B, C, AND D ON THE NEXT PAGE.

1. In Column 1, rank the four philosophies according to the accuracy
with which each portrays your own point of view. Use numbers
from 1 - 4 with one referring to the most preferred or appropriate,
and four to the least appropriate.

2. In Column 2, rank the four philosophies according to the way you
think Mexican American grade 7 - 12 students see the alternatives.
Again use one to indicate the most preferred philosophy you think
these students hold and four the least preferred philosophy.

3. In Column 3, rank the four philosophies on the 1 - 4 basis accord-
ing to the way you think Indian grade 7 - 12 students prefer them.

4. In Column 4, rank the four philosophies on the 1 - 4 basis accord-
ing to the way you think Anglo middleclass grade 7 - 12 students
prefer them.

5. In Column 5 rank the four philosophies on how you think Anglo
lower class grade 7 - 12 students prefer the four philosophies,
using the same 1 - 4 basis.



Directions:

C OLUMNS

1 2 3 4 5
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ORIENTATIONS TOWARD EDUCATION

Students hold a variety of attitudes about their own
purposes and goals in education. Such an attitude might
be thought of as a personal philosophy of education.
Below are descriptive statements of four such "personal
philosophies" which there is reason to believe are quite
prevalent in American high schools. As you read the four
statements, attempt to determine how close each comes to
your own philosophy of education.

PHILOSOPHY A: This philosophy emphasizes education
essentially as preparation for an occupational future.
Social or purely intellectual phases are relatively less
important, though certainly not ignored. Concern with
extracurricular activities and traditions is relatively
small. Persons hold'mg this philosophy are usually
quite committed to particular fields of study and are
primarily interested in obtaining training for careers in
their chosen fields.

PHILOSOPHY B: This philosophy, while it does not ignore
career preparation, assigns greatest importance to
scholarly pursuit of knowledge and understanding wherever
the pursuit may lead. This philosophy entails serious
involvement in course work or independent study beyond
the minimum required. Social life and organized extra-
curricular activities are relatively unimportant. This
philosophy attaches greatest importance to interest in
ideas, pursuit of knowledge, and cultivation of the
intellect.

PHILOSOPHY C: This philosophy holds that besides occupa-
tional training and/or scholarly endeavor, an important
part of education exists outside the classroom, labora-
tory, and library. Extracurricular activities, living-
group functions, athletics, social life, rewarding
friendships, and loyalty to traditions are important
elements one's educational experience and necessary to
the cultivation of the well-rounded person. Thus, while
not excluding academic activities, this philosophy
emphasizes the importance of the extracurricular side of
academic situations.

PHILOSOPHY D: This is a philosophy held by the student who
either consciously rejects commonly held v ;lue orientations
in favor of his own, or who has not really decided what is
to be valued and is, in a sense, searching for meaning in
life. There is often deep involvement with ideals and art
forms both in the classroom and in sources (often highly
original and individualistic) in the wider society. There
is little interest in business or professional careers; in
fact, there may be a definite rejection of this kind of
aspiration. Many facets of extracurricular activities,
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athletics, traditions of the school administration are
ignored or viewed with disdain. In short, this
philosophy may emphasize individualistic interests and
styles, concern for personal identify, and often,
contempt for many aspects of organized society.

Part B. In what ways, if any, does the study of geography in the
junior and senior high schools relate to the various philosophies?
Is the study of geography valuable or useful in producing a preference
of one or more of the philosophies, and can the study of geography help
students shift between the philosophies? Please explain below.
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VII. Use the following code in answering these questions pertaining to
ethnic (or race) factors and social class and geographic education.
Circle the one that best reflects your view.

HA = Highly Agree
A = Agree
SA = Slightly Agree
SD = Slightly Disagree
D = Disagree

HD = Highly Disagree

1. The relationships between social
class and various family and
environmental conditions are very
similar in Anglo and Negro groups.

2. The extent to which students achieve
in school is highly correlated with
verbal intelligence scores.

HA

HA

3. Verbal intelligence is more strongly
related to socio-economic class (i.e.,
social class) than to race. HA

4. There are considerable social class
differences in child rearing practices

these differences are greater than
are the dif::ercnces between ethnic
groups of the same social class. HA

5. The "live for today" philosophy
attributed to Mexican American and
Indian students is generally correct. HA

6. Generally speaking, Mexican American
and Indian students are more "clannish"
than Anglo students. HA

7. Close family ties are more common
among Mexican American and Indian
students than Anglo students
generally.

8. Lower social class individuals are,
because of economic necessity,
compelled to rely upon the support and
approval of friends, relatives and
neighbors.

9. Lower class Anglo pupils are as
"live for today" oriented as most
Indian and Mexican pupils.

A SA SD D HD

A SA SD D HD

A SA SD D HD

A SA SD D HD

A SA SD D HD

A SA SD D HD

HA A SA SD D HD

HA A SA SD D HD

HA A SA SD D HD



10. It is impossible to "square" the
"live for today" attitude of many
members of society with the emphasis
upon delayed reward and persistence
required by our society.

15

HA A SA SD D HD

11. The "live for today" philosophy and the
"manana" philosophy both indicate that
persons holding these beliefs feel that
they cannot control the environment
in which they live. HA A SA. SD D HD

12. The "live for today" philosophy is a
serious deterrent to academic achieve-
ment. HA A SA SD D HD

13. The "Culture of Poverty" characteristics
are less important thaw ethnic
characteristics in understanding the
Mexican and Indian students. HA A SA SD D HD

14. "Ethnic characteristics" are usually
"true" racial differences rather than
the results of poverty conditions. HA A SA SD D HD

15. Most ethnic (Mexican and Indian)
families belong to the lower socio-
economic class.

16. Social class is significantly related
to achievement values and is more
important than ethnicity.

17. Both race social class and ethnicity
are important in understanding Mexican
and Indian pupils and in encouraging
their academic and vocational interests
and *Achievements.

HA A SA SD D HD

HA A SA SD D HD

HA A SA SD D HD

18. The study of geograimy should consider
both social class (socio-e:bnomic)
values and ethnic characteristics of
peoples in the region of study and, the
influence of these background factors
in the lives of youngsters living within
the region. HA A SA SD D HD

19. Teaching Mexican and Indian students
about the physical and cultural aspects
of their region is a major factor in
instilling basic self and regional pride
in these students. HA A SA SD D HD
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20. Teaching Anglo students about the
heritage, both physical and cultural,
of the Indians and Mexicans within a
region will promote good will, under-
standing, and acceptance of the Mexican
and Indian student by the Anglo student. HA A SA SD D HD

21. Geographic instruction is most ideally
suited to promote understanding of
problems among American citizens
within a region.

22. Geography is the study of spatial
processes and relations which enable
the individual to better understand
the complex intertwining of cultures
and physical landscapes.

23. When Indians and Mexicans understand
and appreciate what they are and how
they have contributed to the develop-
ment of the American Southwest they
will understand how they fit into
multicultural mosaic of American
society.

HA A SA SD D HD

HA A SA SD. D HD

HA A SA SD D HD

24. If Anglo youngsters understand and
appreciate what Indians and Mexicans
have contributed to the development
of the American Southwest, the Anglo
students will be acceptive of ethnic
students. HA A SA SD D HD

25. Geographic education in the public
schools has always focused upon
local regional geography rather than
world geography. HA A SA SD D HD

26. Local regional geography is much
more important to students than is
world geography. (Assume that orly
one course could be taught.) HA A SA SD D HD

27. Institutes in geography are vital because
public school teachers of geography do
not have the background usually to teach
local regional geography. HA A SA SD D HD

28. institutes in geography are vital
because public school teachers of
geography do not asually have the
techniques (media and materials) to
teach geog'- thy in a way that is
interesting to the individual student. HA A SA SD D HD



29. Institutes in geography are vital
because college level trainers of
teachers often have little or no
background in geography.

30. The geography teacher's teaching
skill and ability to relate to
his/her pupils is more important
than the curriculum material used.

31. Mexican and Indian students
generally are less concerned with
academic achievement than the
Anglo pupils.

32. Mexican and Indian students
generally put forth less effort
toward achievement in the classroom
than Anglo pupils.

33. Mexican and Indian students are
generally indifferent in responding
to teachers' expectations of them.

34. Mexican and Indian students generally
have more spezial problems such as
hostility and withdrawal behaviors
than Anglo youngsters.
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HA A SA SD P HD

HA A SA SD D HD

HA A SA SD D HD

HA A SA SD D RD

HA A SA SD D HD

HA A SA SD D HD

35. Mexican and Indian students usually
are non-participants in social groups
rather than leaders or participators. HA A SA SD D HD

36. Mexican and Indian students usually
employ special mechanisms for gaining
attention, such as tattling, or
excessive talking to students.

37. Mexican and Indian students pretty
much hang together in their own
groups.

38. When Mexican and Indian students are
corrected by the teacher, they usually
are very embarrassed or accept the
correction without reactions.

39. Mexican and Indian parents are
generally anti-1 tellectual and do
not support: ec:,, Lion.

HA A SA SD D HD

HA A SA SD D HD

HA A SA SD D HD

HA A SA SD D HD



40. The use of the scientific method
can be extended to solve the
problems of men in the area of
values and moral judgments.

41. What is right and good at one time
and place may not be right and good
for all times and places.
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HA A SA SD D HD

HA A SA SD D HD

42. Questions of values and morals should
be taken out of their traditional super-
natural setting and put in a naturalistic
setting. HA A SA SD D HD

43. Nothing is or can be unchanging,
absolutely certain. HA A SA SD D HD

44. The educational policies of the
public schools should undertake
to increase the practical value of

45. The educational policies of the
public schools should stimulate
the study of social problems.

46. The educational policies of the
public schools should promote the
study and participation in music
and fine arts.

47. The most important function of
education is its preparation for
practical achievement and financial
reward.

48. The goals of education should be
dictated by children's interests
and needs, as well as by the larger
demands of society.

HA A SA SD D HD

HA A SA SD D HD

HA A SA SD D HD

HA A SA SD D HD

HA A SA SD D HD

49. Education and educational institutions
must be sources of new social ideas;
education must be a social program
undergoing continual reconstruction. HA A SA SD D HD

50. The traditional moral standards of
our culture should not be accepted;
they should be examined and tested
in solving the present problems of
students. HA A SA SD D HD
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VII. FINAL. S tit II M. A R
WERE

1) Please list those things which you believe teile the major purposes
of the institute you are participating in. (Please mention at least
three things, if possible.)

Leztrned
2) Please l'st the most important things you es poist===4Rmsa- orwd,

"take aw with you" from this institute. (Please mention at
least three things, if possible.)
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3) Please list those things that you hope to do to implement your
learning experiences in the institute when you return to your

school or organization in the fall. In other words, what do you

see yourself possibly doing with the information and experience

obtained in the Institute? (Please mention at least three things,

if possible.)



APPENUIX B
KE r

Place the best choice to complete the statement or question in the space
to the left of each statement.

1. The American Southlyest,mbraces which combination of States:
(1) Oklahoma, Texas, New Mexico; (2) California, Arizona,
New Mexico, TexasOklahoma; (3) California, Nevada, Utah,
Arizona, New Mexico, Colorado, Oklahoma, Texas; (4) Arizona,
New Mexico.

11,1 2. The Southwest is: (1)homogeneous in its physical character;
(2) varied in landforms, but climatically homogeneous; (3)
mostly devoid of vegetation; (4) transitional in climate,
vegetation and landforms.

3. The. human population of the Southwest: (;) is economically
deprived; (2) is culturally homogeneous; (3) it composed of
older age groups; (4) is relatively sparse'and unevenly
distributed.

4. Woich o± the following is most typical of the Southwest:
(1) cowboy; (2) soldier; (3) merchant; (4) tourist.

5. Which of the following is most typical of the Southwest;

tMr

I

(1) red; (2) brown; (3) greem; (4) blue.

6. WOich of the following is most typical of :the Southwest:
(1) cae; (2) sheep; (3) horse; (4) burro.

7. Whc;:: of toe following is most typical of the'Southwest:
(1) "not; (2) warm; (3) cool; (4) cold.

8. Wh.ich of tha following is most typical of the Southwest:
(1) plath; (2) raountaina; (3) mesas and buttes; (4) canyo's.

Whi.ch Of foillowing.is most typical of the Southwest;
(1) dosert; (2) fore ;t; (3) grasslands; (4) crops.

10, Which of the follovirig is most typical of the Southwest:
(1) secinn; (2) pick:1p; (3) station wagon; (4) jeep (4-wheel
drive vehf,_cle).

11. Wi-,ch of these states has the most irrigated lands:
(1) ,Arizou:i; (2) Colorado- (3) New Mexico; (4) Oklahoma;
(5) Te%as.

12. In the SozAthwen:t in 1870 which of the following industries
ranked f'irot mu:2.2be:r of people engaged: (1) agriculture
znd j:3--ey; (2) tfling; (3) manxfacturing.

13. in 1ND w'nich of the following industries
n1.1.7,o:i:s of people e)gaged: (1) agriculture

( (:;)

throc: i2 st:;:t:lest in area : (1) Arizona;
(2) :.co; (3) CL1n.

ft,

14.
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15. .Which of the following metropolitan areas (1967) is the
largest in population: (1) San Antonio; (2) Oklahoma City;
(3) Albuquerque; (4) Phoenix.

16. Which of the following metropolitan areas is smallest. in
population (1967): (1) El Paso; (2) Albuquerque; (3) Tulsa;
(4) Tucson. .

,5 17. Which of the following .places has the highest average July.
temperature: (1) Albuquerque; (2) Da/las; (3) El Paso;
(4) Oklahoma City; (5) Phoenix,

/ 18. Which of the following places has the lowest average January
temperature: (1) Albuquerque; (2) Dallas; (3) El Paso;
(4) Oklahoma City; (5) Phoenix.

In 6he Four-State area served by this Institute identify-or locate tic
fol:,owing features:

2 19. The Colorado Plateau: (1) Colorado and Oklahoma; (2) Arizona
and New Mexico; (3) Texas and Arizona; (4). New Mexico and
Oklahoma.

11 20. Deeply entrenched near vertical sided valleys; (1) Basin
and Range; (2) Great Plains; (3) Rockly Mountains; (4)
Colorado Plateau.

444 21. Important river systems: (1) Rto Grande; (2) Colorado;
(3) Salt-Gila; (4) All of previous three.

22. Importtnnt river systems; (1) Monongahela; (2) Rio Doe.e;
S.M.

(3) Rio Athabaska; (,) None of these.

23. A COWM02 elevation above sea level: (1) 50 feet; (2) 500 feet;
(3) 5,000 Tact; (4) 50,000 feet.

( 24. The contise:;tal divide passes through: (1) New Mexico;
(2) Texas; (3) Arizona; (4) Oklahoma.

3 25. The soils of the Southwest are usually high in: (1) organic
matter; (2) acid; (3) lime; (4) sharply defined horizons.

1 2S. The element most often deficient in the Southwestern soils
is: (1) nitrogen; (2) calcium; (3) phosphorus; (4) potassium.

....Z 27. The characteristic aaturl vegetation of the Southwest is:
(1) holophytic; (2) mesophytie; (3) hydrophytic; (4)
xerophytic.

/ 28. MEt st-il: t'n5t flow-u,at of the muLtains in the{ Southwest-
usually: 'a) (_:.,?.. in volvmn f!:: ney flaw downsream;
(2) inee;.s iA 'VD.0:40.2; (3) 1-ctinit the sem:::; (4) suddenly
d-isappe
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/ 29. The crop best adapted to natural conditions in the Southwest
is: (1) wheat; (2) corn; (3) rice; (4) fruit trees.

Q. 30. The settlement of the region by Europeans began during the:
(1) 15th; (2) 16th; (3) 17th; (4) 18th century.

f 31. The Llano Estacado today is an important area of: (1) irri-
gated crops; (2) open range-livestock; (3) tourism; (4) mining.

N...3 32. A large city on the Great Plains is:(1) Albuquerque;
(2) phoenix, (3) Amarillo; (4) Santa Fe.

if 33, New Mexican cities; (1) Lubbock and Hobbs; (2) Gallup and
Flagstaff; (3) Guymon and Durango; (4) Tucumcari and Las Cruces.

olo. 34. The major erosional force sculpturing the Southwest has been:
(1) running Water; (2)_wind; (3) glacial ice; (4) wave action.

35, The great soil group typical of the Oklahoma and Texas
Panhandle is: (1) Prairie; (2) Podzol; (3) Chernozem;
(4) Chestnut.

36. Forests in the Southwest are usually associated with: (1)
windward slopes; (2) higher elevations; (3)-increased precipita-
tion; (4) All of these.

37. Grassl2nds of the Southwest are usually classed as: (1)
savanna; (2) steppe; (3) prairie; (4) chaparral.

IMM1

Pk)38, Railroads and highways in the Southwest are usually built
on the interfluves rather than in the vs/1y bottoms:.(1)
bef.!anse gradients are gentler; (2) because water.is scarse;
(3) beczuse less bridging is needed; (4) to avoid concentration
of popaAations.

RaV,..! the follti,Ning trams using a nucaber from the scale below.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Not Most

Imp:Yetrnt ;J j Important

39 A. Economic :factors in the Eouthv4est

h 19,C3 vat-Jr 34_414rgrazing

4 air pollution/241g), g, is' natural gas

1%. 62.75 coal 6,70 soil
r- . 0 4riron 6% g. 16 petroleum

ollik-nA4 /3 5 , 0 0 codi.:.; (for lumber) If, 6 .g1S,opper

.Q I

7 r1. ?5-71 \4/13 g',60 softwood-wood pulp
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t, 42. A topographic map is best used for which one of the follow-
ing? (1) A detailed aria ysis of a small area; (2) As a
study of the regions of the United States; (3) An analysis
of world distribution patterns; (4) The study of individual
states; (5) All of the above.

a 43. Which one of the following scales represents one inch to
one mile? (1) 1:100,000; (2) 1:63,360; (3) 1:24,000;
(4) 1:250,000; (5) 1:5,280.

6 44. Which one of the following does not belong in this group
of regions? (1) Corn Belt; (2) Wilne West Coast; (3) Taiga;
(4), Great Plains, (5) Houston Metropolitan Area.

Re:Zer to the Triangular Graph - Population

S- 45. Which of the following countries has the largest percent
of its population under the age of 20? (1) Sweden;
(2) Poland; (3) Ireland; (4) Peru; (5) Bra*il.

y 46. What percentage of the United States population is aged 0
and over? (1) 34.5; (2) 40; (3) 55; (4) 1 (5) 30.

Refer to the CiimographsMO
A 47 . The only station located in the Southern Hemisphere is

represented by graph number: (1) 1; (2).2; 13) 3; (4) 4;
(5) None of these,

48. The station where winters are cold and summers are hot
and hum:1d is represented by graph number: (1) 1; (2) 2;
(3) 3; (4) 4; (5) None of these.

49. The station with the greatest temperature range is repre-
sented by grn2h number: (1) 1; (2) 2; (3) 3; (4) 4;
(5) None of these.

Re:Cer _ryto the Map og Regions of Tforth America

50. Climograph number would be most illustrative of which
region on the North America map? (1) 13; (2) 3; (3) 2;
(4) 9; (5) 7.,

5/. What character:3stic is most common to the two areas labeled
Region 6 on the uap? (1) elinate; (2) landforms; (3) land-
usc,; (4) wiveralc; (5) history of settlement.

3 52. Th,:: W%cau on the Llup of Nor th America a..:e most
bps:-,:d upon w'71, t (n.i.teri:1? (1) population; 1W-climate;

W-ia.d:For,!..s; (4) soils.
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7. 8 9 .10

Related Related

53. Using the scale indicated above, rate the following items in terms
of their relationship to the study of geography:

/N 70 Place Names Y.; (/'

Ce'i Sequent Occupance

kVLIOgoreign Trade Lii 7°

..
"J17 lit Agriculture -crops .7,./

Q.1...(:b Population Numbers 7, /"?.
n vo""

6 Aerial Differentiation

:*_21...aalpultura Diffusion 7, 0

Landforms ,V
tt :? , Functional Organization

1 QQ

1.L/r ?.Landscape Analysis r
Refer to the topogratihfe-

1230 (New Orleans East Quadrangle) and aerialiaEFLTTC7Trd."5FWFfr177--
3- 54. Is the Central Business District (CBD) of New Orleans

located on the (1) north; (2) south; (3). east; (4)
west; bank of the Mississippi River?

3 55. Whet is the predominant land use on the right bank of the
Missiesipni River in the vincinity of thTbreater New Orleans
bridge? (1) residential; (2) commercial; (3) wholesale -,
storece; (4) industrial; (5) recreational.

3 56. '.flint is the name of the prominent landscape feature located at
D7 on the aerial photo? (1) Museum; (2) Custom House;
(3) St. Louis Cathedral; (4) Lee Circle; (5) Trade Mart.

57. The contour interval on the. topographic map is (1)
7.5 minutes; (2) 5 feet; (3) 290 52'; (4) 1/2 foot;
.(5) 1:24,000.

3 58, What is the feature on the river bank at location F-8 on
the aerial photo? (1) Oil Refinery; (2) U.S. Quarantine
Station; (3) Light; (4) Ferry Dock; (5) U. S. Naval Base,

11a.
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q 59. What feature is located at 290 5' 30" North Latitude and
900 05' West Longitude? (1) Sugar Bowl; (2) Holy Cross
School; (3) Fairgrounds Race Track; (4) Hotel Dieu;
(5) Gordon Academy.

3 60. An area possessing certain characteristics of homogeneity
is termed: (1) isopleth; (2) isarithm; (3) region;
(4) chloropleth.

61. The science of the areal differentiation of the earth's
surface defines: (1) cartography; (2) geography; (3) geodesy;
(4) geology.

A geographic philosophy which suggests a multiplicity of
possible human uses of the land within certain parameters
is termed: (1) multichlor; (2) possibilisra; (3) determinism;
(4) anachromistic.

AL 63, The study of the production, consumption, and distribution
of goods and services is termed: (1) cartography; (2)
regionalism; (3) geoservice; (4) economic geography.

64. A systematic arrangement of grid lines defines: (1) map;
(2) .map projection; (3) isohyet; (4) isarithm.

/ 65. The study of landforms defines: (1) geomorphology;
(2) climatology; (3) pedcJogy; (4) hydrology

a 66. Rainfall variability typically increases as: (1) the annual
amount increases; (2) the annual amount decreases; (3) areas
experience a large number of thunderstorms.

67. Soils of the rainy tropics are inherently: (1) fertile;
(2),infertile; (3) shallow; (4) stony.

.Z_ 68. The study of regions is called: (1) choreography; (2)
chorograPhy; (3) chorology; (4) isarithmic.

5 69. P6Pulation is increasing most rapidly (percentagewise) in:
(1) developed societies; (2) Apia; (3) Latin America;
(4) Africa.'

_Air_ 62.
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Test Questions over History of the SW

1. The first aborigines settled in a specific area of the Southwest
lived
in the Matagorda Bay region of the Texas Coast

_along the Arkansas River in Oklahoma
x in the Four Corners area

2. Wickiups were the dwelling of which tribe?
Wichita

x Apache
Hopi

3. In the absence of written records, scholars try to .recreate the
past through which of the following?

x linguistics
x anthropology
x archeology

ontology
all of these

4. The first Spanish penetration into the Southwest was at
x the mouth of the Rio Grande

the mouth of the Colorado
up the Red River

5. The originator of the Santa Fe trade was
x William Becknell

Josiah Gregg
James Magoffin

6. Among important explorers of the Southwest were
x James O. Pattie
x Jedeilah Strong Smith
X Kit Carson

,At Pere Marquette
x Jams Reddeford Walker

Henry Schoolcraft

7. Texas won its independence from Mexico at the Battle of San
Jacinto on
arch 2, 1836

March 6, 1836
x Affil 21, 1836

8. The Mexican Cession was prescribed by the
Treaty of San Luis Obispo
Adams-Onis Treaty

x Treaty of Guadalupe Rida1go
Treaty of San Ildefonso
None of these

9. The ox-bow route was followcd by
Pony Express
Wells, Fargo

x Butterfield Overland Express
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10. The first transcontinental railroad, i.e., which would link the

Mississippi Valley with the West Coast, to run through the Southwest
was the
Southern Paciic

x Atchison, Topeka, & Santa Fe
Union Pacific

11. Nero of the battle of the Washita was
Nelson A. Miles

x George A. Custer
John M. Chivington

12. The Battle of Glorieta Pass matched
x Sibley v. Canby

Johnston v. Grant
Van Dorn v. Fremont

13. The first great cattle drive in 1866 terminated at
x _Sedalia, Mo.

Abilene, Kans.
Dodge City, Kans.

14. Leader of the Boomers was
Elias C. Deudinot
W. L. Couch

x David Payne

15. The first important oil discovery in the Southwest cane in
New Mexico

Oklahoma
x Texas

16. Braceros are
wetbacks
Mexican laborers legally imported into the U. S.
both of these
neither of these

17. Lyndon B. Johnson suffered his only political defeat in 1941 at
the hands of
James V. Allred
Dan Moody

x Lee OIDaniel

-18. William H. Murray was governor of
Texas

x Oklahoma
New Mexico
Arizona

19. The East Texas oil field was discovered by
Anthony Lucas
H. L. Hunt

x Dad Joiner

20. In the 20th century, the Southwest has finally Solved the problem
of aridity through
desalinization of ocean water
irrigation from dam reservoirs

----irrigation from deep webs
all of these

x none 6T-these
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APPENDIX D

POINTS IN CONNECTION WITH
EPDA GEOGRAPHY INSTITUTE

ON-SITE EVALUATION

July 23, 1969

,(]) nec..uary is the InrA;tuto and Its eont.ont? What is Lly.! importance Of

(;!) g,o,:rdpLy (b) 3n-1 1 tutes approach to 1,,eorapby instruction for

Unch is in tho Souli.t. of 1::dians and students?

(2) W:;:it. J ho sip,nificimee of hotter understnnding of geogrophy by teach4*:
by IsAins and P'a-:-..icau-fric;...n students, and Anlo shidents in t.]tc: se;0Ols,

as :;o co sinFf lL r,rticipts?

(3) H.w.: the lrititutu z:tto...rptc.d to do and 11:3s it done sonothin that is unusual,

cretive in its approL,11? 1):),-:.; it differ irci tho rop.raph:ie inotruc-

tion ur trafalup, for toEv:hers?

(7)

t , t ; t , fcr 1;-tditl-r,' 011;1' '3/v111111&
tLnt o:hort...:;:,o it have boon ohie to do 11!c- in .1

thrir sehol ? Pas ]nstitnt..c ,E1(d it:por131W attitne.os

geou.T!,y, ethnic iHwcrity younst(TF., and th.7. Irport;,nce, if nny, of

hi5tory?

V:1E, t cr.,: of a r!..-'e opproncli to
, or x:111 , pro,!11,:e Lore taeial and

rH:. 1 p!..ide p.t;', of Indi:s. the

will be e....pooed to

hitory?

1:1 uto attopt. to tk,ch aad E,00y!ly ar'..1 history

or. 01,1 it 1.1iuly at to it to to:vE Cr.:--,-Ja;,1;y in 1:t

V:As (Jfc:1.1 i,onrod tEo rtudont, or tEo

effort .;:.ed to d i i.. 5:1 Sh..:oF.tcrn

becano t.it to ic!.:cLor rsid

th:tt ti:- and v.ould profit. in so::e of

upon rcio7:1.

aro t.(icors expc..-:ted to do ul.,on return to tEoir soLzio10.

should ti,oy 1.71, bn:%1 in the lr:tit!,to the trainin

tboy for folleup elnr.eryatio:: hvo boon
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(8)

(9)

in regards to dissemination, is there provision to have teachers teach other
teachers in their he schools? Is the classtoom teacher given specific
things to do in her classroo..::, or is the mtter of adapting Institute
material loft to his/her own initiative and creativity? What does the
teacher attept to do in the classroom with new information and how does
he/she know if heisho is doing a better job than before?

Is the development of regional. Understanding and regional pride a valid
premise of this Institute and the teaching of geography in general in the
schools?

(10) Arc the fostering of racial pride and regional pride common goals of the
Institute tecliers? ls the promotion of better understanding between races
a realistic goal, one which Leachers accept and one which they arc committed
toward, and ene which they are prepared to work toward upon returning to home
school,.? hJw do they expect to foster "regional pride?" That is "regional
pride?"

(.11) cAont of z,ily followup of th.l. Institute participants

to detLts.,isc what effects, if any, are taking place in the classroom?
Would it be po:,sihle to follo.:up with these teachers later on during the
1969-70 acoth.;:.ic y(ar to n,e:ts Institute appropriateness and effectiveness?

(12) What did tecLais expect of the Institute? What: did staff members of the
institu:e most i:Tortaat? Did a co7.....:)a perception prevail after thy

ln:;tituty s!arf and p:alicip,:nts on goi!ls of the Institute?

(13) Did the teac.ln.s' prceptions of geography and their expectatie of the
Institule ch.:agy u: in, the Institute? In what. ways?

n forma t ion d ns.t it a different perspi. ct ive of the

role of p.,-gy;:ph, iJ the. :.:...:'l? inferhation was presented tIc.A resulted
in diffi,ut. er and thy of

ti a...L.rs? how .) V chac'ge?

(is) 1:!;:,.1e11... and social class are frctquently cc:aro:II:led in the thinl:.ing, of peoil(

1.:;!t are the Irhtitute participants and teacher:;' understane.ing of these two

sociological varir.hles? ls it perceived ghnerally that behaviors that are
gL:nerally attrihuted to ethnicity might he h:.sed lic:Aead in f.:ocin1 ci

cone Jane:? loes this not ion have any ..iplications for understanding and

teaching geography? Doe'.; a c:;idt it ion if f;ocm:1 class produce any conid-
eratien,... that might mJdif) beliefs that are SD::..',5HS attributed to an ethnic

group as a whole?

MO Major goi:1 of institute: is ac understanding of the geography of the Scot Ii-

west an i:.1potant. and worthAile objective in the education of Indian and
Mexicnneriean stuclents in grade 7-12? Look at this fro: t the perl-Tectives

of 11:,, gtogiaphors, the principals, the tez..ehers in general, the teachers of
geograp!!y, teachers of FLi:.!1 5C.i41(.1, the studews--lndian and Mican, and

the Anzio sLue,-,s. 9a io the eh:rve an iportn: ehjective? Oa whet hYsis
should this de;:isoli of 1 C:
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(17) Is there any reason to believe that understanding of disadvantaged yonnutert:,
of et; nicity fr!ct:ors or of social class factors operates with geography
instruction to prodnce POrc effective_ teaching of geography to Indian and
Mexican youngsters?

(18) Were individual lustitute participants' needs met? What were these parti-
cipants mainly secl:ing--Informational content, methodology or new skills,
instructional strategies, substantive. materials, history of Southwest:, physical
geography content, tho history of the Mexican and Indian of the Southwest,
or tha culture of the Mexican and Indian in his geographical context? (This

is not an exhaustive list of possibles, but merely represents soue thinking about
the diverse particip:Ints' needs which were likely to exist and if subsequent
institutes should limit tin expelntions of participants or present a 3:1:::i.te3

ferns of ('outt_nt?)

(19) do staff me',ers of Institute sec as strong points of Institute? Insat

shonld he cbacged in the fut.ure? What thisl:ing or planning by staff vas

mdicied durin Institute? Did the InfAitute "grew" into areas that

were un!,u!:pc,:ted? V:c!t chaugs were in content and pro;:(!ss of Institute

while it was under,: ;y?

(2',I) What do In.;tilete p..:cticip.-:, , sec as strong points? Vint was presented thr:t

they chid fvolshle developmynts were. rwted? What things

wuuld Csey to see in subse,::n:nt Institutes that was not done here?
tLin,:, of oat for participhnts? What eno thing

did t.11,:; t 1,,!; v.11 t Loy re.al 1 y 1.:wo

t L. Lit CI V:1!::1. ui.1.l C;C,..!; r:Al;Cip:!nt do

di f it.rt 1 y t: 1:.' h,'.,. t- ::rtirilsst i Iin in tot .'?

(23) Whit is f.1,41 t Of ILL! quality and r:Inge of content

cov,TedY ,%! :
t raI y rat C' th!. (pall! y and pre! entaz of

? 1. i iv, ? things int crest ed r!ri .1'

('Ipa0 1 1. st ? Wn.,t t b w, re of1 1 s 1H: t, t

at I..:
ut ;

cl;;;...,..t.r f cla c.c

.! p.m f
..

1"C t i:l n ra; ;:: ion Lo ];;;:t e.le p.

(24) Ade:itie:Ial items a co!.1dcrcd r prel;r7;1i: h}' lnstitete staff rn.c1 evaluation



APPENDIX E

PARTICIPANTS' EXPECTATIONS OF INSTITUTE

(1) Understanding culture of Mexican-Americans and Indian students

(2) Relationships between landforms and culture

(3) Learn to use and interpret geographic information

(4) Training in geographic concepts

(5) Knowledge of mdia in field

(6) The importance of regional geography to minority groups

(7) The importance of geography in the public school

(8) New processes in geography

(9) Help teachers to help students to know who they are and how ethnic

minority groups have contributed to society

(10) Better teach geography a related to heredity and culture

(11) What is importance of geography?

(12) How to make leaching of geography more stimulating

(13) To improve Anglo versus non - -Anglo relations

(14) To improve relations between students and teachers

(15) To exchange ideas with others on the teaching of geography

(16) To develop regional pride of Indians and Mexican-Americans

(17) To provide teachers with teaching materials in geography

(18) Better understanding of Southwest geography

(19) How to get Anglo student to appreicate ethnic minority groups and

cultures

(20) How to present materials to Spanish, Mexicans, Indians, etc. so

that interest of Anglo is encouraged

(21) Role of geography in today's changing society

(22) Promotion of the study of human life through geography

(23) Tow has geography influenced the development of cultural groups?

(24) To instill pride and awareness to students searching for values

(25) How does. geography contribute to development of pride, self-

aareness, and values.



AREAS OF INSTITUTE INSTRUCTION

A. Geographic concepts; pedagogy.

B. Physical geography of the Southwest.

C. Methods, tools, realia of geography

D. Problems in the teaching of geography--how to teach.

E. Cultural considerations and geography.

F. Using geography to develop regional pride and self-identity in ethnic

minority group youngsters.

G. Developing Anglo students' interest and understanding of ethnic

minority group contributions so as to improve between student

relations and teacher-student relations.

H. The importance of geography in today's changing society?

I. The importance of geography in the public schools.
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DATA SUMMARIES CF
EPDA INSTITUTE IN GZOGRAPHY

UNIVERSITY OP OKLAHOMA
Summer 1969

TArl X Average Importance Ratings on Three Sub-Parts
Content Questionnaire (10= most important;

Study Areas

of Geography Institute
0= not important)

A. Georralfnical

RANK FACTOR AVG TY? RATING

1. Landforms 8.65
2. PoF.:_lation 17'-tabers 7.75

3. Landscar,e Analysis 7.25
. AgrialAtre-crops 7.15

5. Cult7lra2 Diffusion 7.10
6. AcriAl D:ffi-rc%tiation 6.25

7. Pla:.:z :7ames 5.65
C. Sequent Oac;,ance .5.30
9. F...:.11cti.,nal CrLanization 5.25
10. Foreign Trade 4..80



3. Economic Factors in the Southwest

RArX FAC:CR AVG IMP. RATING

1. Water 9.20
2. Grazing 8.45

3. Irrigation-agriculture 8.25
4. ratural Gas 8.15

5. Petroleum 8.10
6. Tourism-recreation 7.95
7. Military activities (bases) 7.85
8. Grass 7.05
9. Manufacturing 6.75
10. soil 6.70
11. Copper 6.25
12. Sand, gravel, clay 5.40
13.5 Hardwoods (for lumber) 5.00
13.5 Softwood-wood pulp 5.00
15. Iron 3.05
16. Coal 2.75
17. Air pollution 2.60

C. Cultural Factors in the Southwest

ROM

1.

2.

3.
4.

FACTCR

Roman Catholic
Mexican-American
Conservative
Spanish as a language

AVG. IMP. EATING

7.50
7.-0
6.95
6.90

5. Open, frief.dly, outz7oing personality 6.85
6. Prirleful 6.55
7. Poverty 6.4o
8. Clean 6.15
9. Spanish-American 6.10
10. Paptist 5.90
11. HaRt3Y. PAY 5.65
12. Indian dialects 5.40
13. quick, witty, intelligent 5.25
14. Wealth
15. Provincial h.65
16. Closed, reserved, quiet personality 4.6o
17. Cosmopolitan 4.05
18. Dirty 3.55
19. Liberal 3.50
20. Chicanos 3.20
21. Slow, dull, ignorant 2.80
22.5 Shamful 2.45
22.5 Sad, unhappy 2.45
24. Red Power 2.10
25.5 Black Power 1.90
25.5 Agnosticism 1.90



Table II. Summary Data on Geography Questionnaire Subtests

No. of Standard
Name Items Mean Deviation

1. History of Southwest 20 10.05 2.65

2. General History 8 4.10 1.30
(Items 11-18)

3. Locate SW Features 20 11.55 2.67
(Items 19-38)

4. Map Reading
(Items 40-52) 13 6.30 2.10

5. !.hp and Photo Reading 6 2.70 1.38
(Items 54-59)

. .

6. Geographic Terms and Pacts 10 6.70 2.30
(Items 60-69)

7. Sum of: 4, 5, 6 29 13.65 3.88

8. Sum of: 5, 6 16 7.35 2.48

9. Sum of: 4, 6 23 10.95 3.12



TAITE III.Averace Rank Sores for Five Groups of Grade 7-12 Students on Four
Educational Orientations As Perceived 1;;;- Gosra-..oh Institute Parti-
cipa:lts.1 (Com-parative raLkings WInIN each of five groups are shown

in parentheses.:1=highest rank; 4=lowest rank)

ORIE:;TATIONS

TOWARD'

:DU:ATI=
I:SIITUTB
PARTI7P=S

r"XICAY
VERICAYS. I7DIAS

ANGLO
MIDDLE CLASS

ATGLO
LOWER CLASS

A. 2.52 (2) 1.96 (2) 2.04 (1) 2.96 (3) 2.00 (2)

3. 2.65 (3) 3.13 (4) 3.00 (4) 2.1? (2) 3.1? (4)

c. 1.26 (1) 1.87 (1) 2.43 (3) 1.48 (1) 1.96 (1)

D. 3.43 (4) 2.65 (3) 2.39 (2) 3.17 (4) 2.48 (3)

ZIWES;it Gr:fa:p rankings of Five Grade 7-12 Stadent Gr:i...rps on Four

Dducational Orientations as Inferred from Table II.

GROUPS

A

ORIE:711TIONS

1. INSTITUTE PARTICIPANTS 2.52 (4) 2.65'(2) 1.26 (1) 3.43 (5)

2 . 1,7EXI CA:74.!7.7C.! CANS 1.96 (1) 3.:$.3 (4) 1.87 (3) 2.65 (3)

3. Is:MAYS 2.04 (3) 3.03 (3) 2.43 (5) 2.39 (1)

4. ArGIO YITD.72-07.ASS 2.96 (5) 2.17 (1) 1.48 (2) 3.17 (4)

5. ANGLO ILIZR- 3.7 ASS 2.00 (2) 3.17 (5) 1.96 (24) 2.48 (2)

1 = "Oriantetions To,ard Education!' Questionnaire is attached for
information.



Directions:

COLUMNS

1 2 3 14 5

ORIENTATIONS TOWARD EDUCATION

Students hold a variety of attitudes about their own

purposes and goals in education. Such an attitude might

be thought cf as a personal philosophy of education.
Below are descriptive statements of four such "personal
philosophies" which there is reason to believe are quite
prevalent in American high schools. As you read the four
statements, attempt to determine how close each come!. to

Your own philosophy of education.

PHILOSOPHY A: This philosophy emphasizes education
essentially as preparation for an occupational future.
Social or purely intellectual phases are relatively less
important, though certainly not ignored. Concern with

extracurricular activities and traditions is relatively

small. Persons holding this philosophy are usually
quite committed to particular fields of study and are
primarily interested in obtaining training for careers in

their chosen fields.

PHILOSOPHY B: This philosophy, while it does not ignore

career preparation, assigns greatest importance to

scholarly pursuit of knowledge and understanding wherever
the pursuit may lead. This philosophy entails serious

involvement in course work or independent study beyond
the minimum required. Social life and organized extra-

curricular aCtivities are relatively unimportant. This
philosophy attaches greatest importance to interest in

ideas, pursuit of knowledge, and cultivation of the

intellect.

PHILOSOPHY C: This philosophy holds that besides occupa-

tional training and/or scholarly endeavor, an important
part of education exists outside the classroom, labora-
tory, and library. Extracurricular activities, living-
group functions, athletics, social life, rewarding
friendships, and loyalty to traditions are important
elements in one's educational experience and necessary to
the cultivation of the well-rounded person. Thus, while

not excluding academic activities, this philosophy
emphasizes the importance of the extracurricular side of

academic situations.

PHILOSOPHY D: This is a philosophy held by the student who
either consciously rejects commonly held value orientations
in favor of his own, or who has not really decided what is
to be valued and is, in a sense, searching for meaning in

life. There is often deep involvement with ideals and art
forms both in the classroom and in sources (often highly
original and individualistic) in the wider society. There

is little interest in business or professional careers; in
fact, there may be a definite rejection of this kind of

aspiration. Many facets of extracurricular activities,

athletics, traditions of the school administration are

.
ignored or viewed with disdain. In short, this

philosophy may emphasize individualistic interests and

styles, concern for personal identily, and often,

contentt for runny aspects of organized society.
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Table V. Means .(X) and Standard Deviations (SD) of Fifty (50)

AaItems on Geography, Ethnicity, Social Class, and h

Educational Philosophy.

1111. Use the following code in answering these questions pertaining to
ethnic (or race) factors and social class and geographic education.
Circle the one that best reflects your view.

HA = Highly Agree
A = Agree

. SA = Slightly Agree
SD = Slightly Disagree
D = Disagree
HD = Highly Disagree

1. The relationships between social
class and various family and
environmental conditions are very

...IL

similar in Anglo and Negro groups. HA A SA SD D HD

2. The extent to which students achieve
in school is highly correlated with
verbal intelligence scores. HA A SA SD D HD

3. Verbal intelligence is more strongly
related to socio-economic class (i.e.,
social class) than to race. HA A SA SD D HD

4. There arc considerable social class
differences in child rearing practices
and ,these differences are greater than
are the differences between ethnic
groups of the same social class. HA A SA SD D HD

5. The "live for today" philosophy
attributed to .:.',exican American and

Indian students is generally correct. HA A SA SD D HD

6. Generally speakina, Mexican Amarican
and Indian students are more "clannish"
than Analo students. HA A SA SD D HD

7. Close family ties are more common
amonze Mexican American and Indian
students th:nt Anglo students
generally. HA A SA SD D. HD

8. Lower social class individuals are,
because of econcanic necessity,
compelled to rely upon the support and
approval of friends, relatives and
neighbors. HA A SA SD D HD

9. Lower class Anglo pupils are as
"live for today" oriented as most
Indian and M2.xican pupils. FA A SA SD D HD

RATX:;S

s5n.
3.11 1-41

11.15 1.11.

4-.0 1.05

3.51 I.?f

r) j.1*- "

3.-13 1..V
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10. It is impossible to "square" the
"live for today" attitude of many
members of society with the emphasis
upon delayed reward and persistence
required by our society.

IV- RC...5AZ

HA A SA SD D HD 3.1 7 1.10

11. The "live for today" philosophy and the
"manana" philosophy both indicate that
persons, holding these beliefs feel that
they cannot control the environment
in which they live. HA A SA SD D HD 14.17 t.

12. The "live for today" philosophy is a
serious deterrent to academic achieve-
ment. HA A SA SD D HD 41,1q Loci

13. The "Culture of Poverty" characteristics
are less important that ethnic
characteristics in understanding the
Mexican and Indian students. HA

14. "Ethnic characteristics" are usually
"true" racial differences rather than
the results of poverty conditions. HA

15. Most ethnic (Mexican and Indian)
families belong to the lower socio-
economic class.

16. 'Social class is significantly related
to achievement values and is more
important than ethnicity.

17. Both race social class and ethnicity
are. important in understanding Mexican
and Indian pupils and in encouraging
their academic and vocational interests
and achievements. HA A SA SD D HD .67 412

18. The study of geography should consider
'both social class (socio-economic)
values and ethnic characteristics of
peo:21es in the region of study and the
influence of these background factors
in the lives of youngsters living within
the region. HA A SA SD HD 6; 43 .52

HA

HA

A SA SD D HD

A SA SD D HD

A SA SD D HD

A SA SD D HD

.17g (44'

3_15 1.13

411...a.:01

.415

19. Teaching Mexican and Indian students
about the physical and cultural aspects
of their region is a major factor La
instilling basic self and regional pride
in these students. HA A SA SD D HD 5



20. Teaching Anglo students about the
heritage, both physical and cultural,
of the Indians and Mexicans within a
region will promote good will, under-
standing, and acceptance of the Mexican'
and Indian student by the Anglo student.

21. Geographic instruction is most ideally
suited to promote understanding of
problems among American citizens
within a region.

22. Geography is the study of spatial
processes and relations which enable
the individual to better understand
the comple% intertwining of cultures
and physical landscapes.

23. When Indians and Mexicans understand
and appreciate what they are and how
they have contributed to the develop-
ment of the American Southwest they
will understand how they fit into
multicultural mosaic of American
society.

24. If Anglo youngsters understand and
appreciate what Indians and Mexicans
have contributed to the development
of the American Southwest, the Anglo
students will be acceptive of ethnic
students.

25. Geographic education in the public
schools has always focused upon
local regional geography rather than
world geography.

26. Local regional geography is much
more important to students than is
world geography. (Assume that only
one course could be taught.)

A16, "PPri

D

HA A SA SD D HD ,?3

HA- A SA SD D HD 5', /7 .76

HA A SA SD

HA

RA

HA

HA

27. Institutes.in geography are vital because
public school teachers of geography do
not have the background usually to teach
local regional geography. HA

A SA SD D

A SA SD D

A SA SD D

A SA SD D

A SA SD D

ND 5, 13 ills-

HD 5,0o
9 6 6

HD 4, 1

HD 21 17 V2

HD q. 1, 00

HD I. L1

28. Institutes in geography are vital
because public school teachers of
geography do not usually have the
techniques (media and materials) to
teach geography in a way that is
interesting to the individual student. HA A SA SD D HD Ei 11



29. Institutes in geography are vital
because college level trainers of
teachers often have little or no
background in geography.

30. The geography teacher's teaching
skill and ability to relate to
his/her pupils is more important
than the curriculum material used.

31. Mexican and Indian students
generally are less concerned with
academic achievement than the
Anglo pupils.

HA A SA SD D HD 4,13

HA A Si. SD D HD

HA A SA SD D HD 4,3ei

32. Mexican and Indian students
generally put forth less effort
toward achievement in the classroom
than Anglo pupils. HA A SA SD D HD 4,1.3 /,24

33. Mel:ican and Indian students are
generally indifferent in responding
to teachers' expectations of them. HA A SA SD D HD 3?1 0/

34. Mexican and Indian students generally
have mo.e special problems such as
hostility and withdrawal behaviors
than Anglo youngsters. HA A SA SD D HD 4,1? . T2,

35. Mexican and Indian students usually
are non-participants in social groups
rather than leaders or participators. HA A SA SD D HD 24.5a.. i1 3

36. Mexican and Indian students usually
employ special mechanisms for gaining
attention, such as tattling, or
excessive talking to students.

37. Mexican and Indian students pretty
much hang together in their own
groups.

38. When Mexican and Indian students are
corrected by the teacher, they usually
are very embarrassed or accept the
correction without reactions.

39. Mexican and Indian parents are
generally.anti-intellectual and do
not support education.

HA A SA SD D RD

UA .A SA SD D
1132'.

HA A SA SD D IlD

HA A SA SD D HD

S.00 is -R

4,412 1.01.

1,23

_42 1,



40. The use of the scientific method
can be extended to solve the
problems of men in the area of
values and moral judgments.

41. What is right and good at one time
and place may not be right and good
for all times and places.

Sri

-HA A SA SD D HD lg.? 1.0:

HA A SA SD D HD 11-11

42. Questions of values and morals should
be taken out of their traditional super-
natural setting and put in a naturalistic
setting. HA A SA SD D HD

43. Nothing is or can be unchanging,
absolutely certain. HA A SA SD D HD 4.74/ /.01

44. The educational policies of the
public schools should undertake
to increase the practical value of
courses. HA A SA SD E.t.3

45. The educational policies of the
public schools should stimulate
the study of social problems.

46. The educational policies of the
public schools should promote the
study and participation in music
and fine arts.

47. The most important function of
education is its preparation for
practical achievement and financial
reward.

48. The'goals of education should be
dictated by children's interests
and needs, as well as by the larger
demands of society.

'49. Education and educational institutions
must be sources of new social ideas;
education must be a social program
undergoing continual reconstruction.

50. The traditional moral standards of
our culture should not be accepted;
they should be examined and tested
in solving the present problems of
students.

HA A SA SD D HD 3'; :15*

HA A SA SD D HD 5-'04

HA A SA SD D HD .17

HA. A SA SD D BD E.11

HA A SA SD D HD fbil

HA A SA SD D HD Ifal

'Jo

r,.

3 4-
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OU EPDA GEOGRAPHY INSTITUTE

EVALUATION

Table VI. Part A. Southwest Geography Opinionnaire Besults--Institute Participants.

I. First ten items: Summary statistics for each item (N = 25)

Item No. I: The American Southwest embraces which combination of States:
(1) Oklahoma, Texas, New Mexico; (2) California, Arizona,
New Mexico, Texas, Oklahoma; (3) California, Nevada, Utah,
Arizona, New Mexico, Colorado, Oklahoma, Texas; (4) Arizona,
New Mexico.

Alternatives % Choosing

(1) 8

(2) 52

(3) 36
(4) 4

Item No. 2: The Southwest is: (1) homogeneous in its physical character;
(2) varied in landforms, but climatically homogeneous;
(3) mostly devoid of vegetation; (4) transtitional in climate,
vegetation and landforms.

Alternatives % Choosini

(1) 0

(2) 32

(3) 4

(4) 64

Item No. 3: The human population of the Southwest: (1) is economically
deprived; (2) is culturally homogeneous; (3) is composed of
older age groups; (4) is relatively sparse and unevenly
distributed.

Alternatives % Choosing

(1) 0
(2) 4

(3) 4

(4) 92

. Item No. 4: Which ofthe following is most typical of the Southwest:
(1) cowboy; (2) soldier; (3) merchant; (4) tourist.

Alternatives % Choosing

(1) 52
(2) 4

(3) 20

(4) 24



OU EPDA GEOGRAPHY INSTITUTE
Page 2

Item No. 5: Which of the following is most typical of the Southwest:
(1) red; (2) brown; (3) green; (4) blue.

Alternatives % Choosing

(1) -8
(2) . -88

(3) 0
(4) 4

Item No. 6: Which of the following is most typical of the Southwest:
(1) cattle; (2) sheep; (3) horse; (4) burro.

Alternatives % Choosing

(1) 68

(2) 20

(3) 8

(4) 4

Item No. 7: Which of the following is most typical of the Southwest:
(1) hot; (2) warm; (3) cool; (4) cold..

Alternatives % Choosing

(1) 64
(2) .32

(3) 4

(4) 0

Item No. 8: Which of the following is most typical of the Southwest:
(1) plains; (2) mountains; (3) mesas and buttes;. (4) canyons.

Alternatives X Choosing

(1) 24
(2) 12

(3) 64
(4) 0

Item No. 9: Which of the following is most typical of the Southwest:
(1) desert; (2) forest; (3) grasslands;(4) crops.

Alternatives Z Choosing

.(1) 68
(2) 0

(3) 24

(4) 8
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OU EPDA GEOGRAPHY INSTITUTE
July 16, 1969
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Item No. 10: Which of the following is most typical of the Southwest:
(1) sedan; (2) pickup (3) station wagon; (4) jeep (4wheel

drive vehicle).

Alternative % Choosing

(1) 12

(2) 84

(3) 0

(4) 4



Table VI. Part B. Southwest Geography Opinionaaire Ses-alts--College Students.

OU EPDA GEOGRAPHY INSTITUTE

EVALUATION

COLLEGE STUDENTS

I. First ten items: Summary statistics for each item - (N = 10)

Item No. 1: The American Southwest erbraces which combination of States:
(1) Oklahoma, Texas, New Mexico; (2) California, Arizona,
New Mexico, Texas, Oklahoma; (3) California, Nevada, Utah,
Arizona, New Mexico, Colorado, Oklahoma, Texas; (4) Arizona,
New Mexico.

Alternatives % Choosing

(1) 20%
(2) 70%
(3) -

(4) 10%

Item No. 2: The Southwest is: (1) homogeneous in its physical character;
(2) varied in landforms, but climatically homogeneous;
(3) mostly devoid of vegetation; (4) transtitional in climate,
vegetation and landforms.

Alternatives % Choosing

(1)

(2)

(3)
(4)

20%

80%

Item No. 3: The human population of the Southwest: (1) is economically
deprived; (2) is culturally homogeneous; (3) is composed of
older age groups; (4) is relatively sparse and unevenly
distributed.

Alternatives % Choosing

(1) 10%
(2) 10Z

(3)
(4) 80%

Item No. 4: Which of the following is most typical of the Southwest:
(1) cowboy; (2) soldier (3) merchant (4) tourist.

Alternatives % Choosing
(1) 60%
(2)

(3) 30%
(4) 10%



OU EPDA GEOGRAPHY INSTITUTE
e COLLEGE STUDENTS

Page 2

Item No. 5: Which of the following is most typical of the Southwest:
(1) red; (2) brown; (3) green; (4) blue.

Alternatives

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Item No. 6: Which of the following is most typical
(1) cattle; (2) sheep; (3)

Alternatives

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Item No. 7: Which of the following is most typical
(1) hot; (2) warm; (3) cool; (4) cold.

% Choosing

80%

20%

of the Southwest:
horse; (4) burro.

Alternatives

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

% Choosing

80%
10%
10%

of the Southwest:

% Choosing

90%
10%

Item No. 8: Which of the following is most typical of the Southwest:
(1) plains; (2) mountains; (3) mesas and buttes; (4) canyons.

Alternatives

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Other

% Choosing

60

30%

10%

Item No. 9: Which of the following is most typical of the Southwest:
(1) desert; (2) forest; (3) grasslands; (4) crops.

Alternatives % Choosiaa

(1) 20%
(2)

(3) 70%
(4) 10%



'011 EPDA GEOGRAPHY INSTITUTE
COLLEGE STUDENTS
Page 3

Item No. 10: Which of the following is most typical of the Southwest:
(1) sedan; (2) pickup (3) station wagon; (4) jeep (4-wheel
drive vehicle).

Alternative % Choosing

(1) 30%
(2) 30%

(3) 20%
(4) 20%



LIST OF PARTICIPANTS

The following participants have the same pre-Institute
and post-Institute address:

Mrs. Donna Bayless
Box 838
Carnegie, Oklahoma 73015

Mr. Paul R. Brown
Box 582
Carnegie, Oklahoma 73015

Mr. James Estrada
8432 E. Colette
Tucson, Arizona 85710

Mr. Leon M. Gardner
519 E. 4th Street
Tucson, Arizona 85705

Mr, Pedro R. Gomez
Po. O. Box 689
Espanola, New Mexico 87532

Mr. Albert Hanford
502 Harriet
Alpine, Texas 79830

Sister Mary David Hunt
St. Catherine Mission
Ttopawa, Arizona 85639

Miss Caroline C. Kline
Box 130
St. Michaels, Arizona 86511

Mr. Robert W. Klingenfua
7166 E. 32nd Place
Tucson, Aritona 85710

Mr. Donald B. Cross
3038 N. 38th Street
Phoenix, Arizona

Mr. Manuel T. Lucero
Box 408, 303 Maple Street
Central, New Mexico 88026

Mr. James O. Palmer
P.O. Box 6038
Alpine, Texas 79830

Mr. Enrique Paredez
4823. Holmes Drive, Box 582
Corpus Christi, Texas 78411

Mr. William P. Ragsdale
P. O. Box 51
Concho, Oklahoma 73022

Mr. Dwane Robinson
Box 206
Crownpoint, New Mexico 87313

Mr. David L. Rydeski
P. O. Box 145
Stayer City, New Mexico 88061

Mr. James E. Schneider
P. O. Box 925
Clifton, Arizona 85533

Mrs. Leola M. Taylor
Box 33, Ch1:-.4cco Indian School
Chilocco, Oklahoma 74635

Mr, Wayne F. Vanderford
Box 174
Wee, New Mexico 87528

Mr. Charles E. Wook
8021 E. Rosewood
Tucson, Arizona 85710

The following participants
and post-Institute addresses:

Pre...0.Institufie address

Mrs. Maris T. Fletcher
Box 5993
Alpine; Texas 79830

have different pre-Institute

Post-Institute address

Mrs. Marie T. Fletcher
% Professor Lawrence Senesh
Department of Economics
University of Colorado
Boulder, Colorado



List of Participants (cont.)

Pre-Institute address

Mr. Bob W. Herzing
Box 5571
Alpine, Texas 79830

Mr. Harold H. Huffman
920 Leahy
Pavihuska, Oklahoma 74056

Mr. Harry L. Krenek
P. 0. Box 6067
Alpine, Texas 79830

Mr. Dick E. Nash
Box 566
Alpine, Texas 79830

Post-Institute address

Mr. Bob W. Herzing
Batesville Road
Uvalde, Texas 78801

Mr. Harold H. Huffman
Box 321
Shidler, eklahoma.

Mr. Harry Krenek
2232 Auburn
Lubbock, Texas

Mr. Dick E. Nash
% Burleson Public; Schools
Burleson, Texas



DEPARTMENT OF GEOGRAPHY
EPDA Institute for Advanced Study in Geography

THE UNIVERSITY OF OKLAHOMA
NORMAN, OKLAHOMA, 73069

April 18, 1969

Congratulations! You have been selected as a participant
in the EPDA Institute for the Regional Geography of the American
Southwest for Trainers of Teachers and Teachers (grades 7-12) of
Indians and Mexican-Americans. The Institute will be conducted on
The University of Oklahoma campus, June 9 through August 1, 1969.

Your selection is based on the needs indicated in your
application and the potential effect which you will have in your
capacity as 1Trainer of teachers, an administrator, or a classroom
teacher. Your participation in the program of the Institute will
require hard work and long hours for the eight weeks of the program -
no other academic activities are permitted during the course of the
Institute. The enclosed daily schedule will provide you with an
indication of planned activities.

A brochure indicating type and cost of University housing is
enclosed. All participants are expected to be in residence on this
campus during the program. Should you elect to accept participant
status, additional information including housing application forms,
University admission forms, Institute programs and materials needed,
and information regarding the City of Norman will be sent to you.

If you plan to accept appointment as a participant, I must
have two. things from you no later than April 30, 1969, and post
marked not later than April 28, 1969:

a. A letter stating your acceptance of participant status.
b. .A completed Application for a Stipend (OE Form 7213).

If these conditions are not met by April 30, 1969, your name
will be dropped from the roster of participants and a replacement
will be selected from the list of alternates.

Should you need additional information, my phone is 405-
325 -5325.

Most sincerely,

James M. Goodman,
Director

JMG/mek
encl.



THE IRO...I/ERE) ITY O 013.A.HOhlA

Norms n, Okla horn , 73069

Dear Applicant:

Thank you for cebmitting an a=Jplication for the EtDA Institute
for Advanced Study in Pengraphy at the Unlveraity of Oklahoma. Approximately
100 upplications have bena received. Funds have been provided for only
twenty-five particf.pants, connequeatly only one out of every four applicants
can be accepted co a cipant.

The 3111 member seleetica committee has spent long hours in
delibnretion ta mene the final selections. Followng an initial screening
of all applicants, about 50 of the applications were examined two or more
times by each member of tie committee as they were considered oandidates
who greatly needed the rnstitnts. Of the fifty, forty were chosen es
participants and alternntls.

YoU can ur doubt.

status was great. Althon
or alternate, I encourage
future for other Institut,
Act (EPJTh) provides for n
concept, 30 your opportun

JMG/mek

idly understand that competition for participant
lh you have not been selected 8 panticipant
you to continue to make applications in the
m. The new Educational Professions Development
i expansion of the old ND EA Title XI Institute
',ties in the ensving years ?ill be abmndant.

/,-------,
Moat sincerely;

1r AnkkiLlb

J4mesi M. coodman,

DAT!tor



April 17, 1.969

Dear Applicant <'

You have been selected as an alternate for the EPDA
Institute for the Regional Geography uf the An South-
west at the University of Oklahoma) June 9 to August 1, 1969.

From about 100 applications, twenty-five participants
and fifteen efAernates have been seected, it is anticipated
that some of those individuals chosen-as participants will not
accept that status, consequently some alternates will be elevated
to the status of participant. Based on past experience it is
likely that a majority of those accepting alternate status may
eventually be offered participant status (please bear in mind
that at this point this is a speculative statement). Often
there are changes in status right up to the opening date of
the Institute.

If you would like to accept statue as an alternate
please so state in the form of a letter,. This letter should
be post marked no later than.April 28, 1969 and 4rrive at my
office by April 30, 1969, If I have not received notification
from you by April 30th, your name will be dropped from the
list of alternates.

Since all offers for elevation to participant status
will be made by telephone, please include in your letter your
area coder home phone number, and business phone number.

My congratulations Tor placing so well in the intense
competition. I hope to hear from you soon,

Moat sincerely-r-

r\
fiot

J m s M. Goode at,
DAvector

JMG/mek
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June 9, 1969

WELCOME to the University of Oklahoma and the EPDA Institute for. the Regional
Geography of tue American Southwest.

THE ROAD-RUNIUR

The Road-Runner will be
punished wejETTand will be
distributed every Friday. It
will contain the schedule
for the following week plus
social activities and points
of interest to institute
participants

If anyone has a notice or
announcement for poialication
in The Road -.Run nner please
brini--Tr-76-FEr institute
seczetary before Ic?cme!sday
prior to desized puhlicLItion
date.

Ima .. .....wwww

SOCIAL ACTIVITY

A get-acquainted rsrty
will be held Monday evening,
June 9, 1969, 8:00 p.m.
at the home of Dr. and Mrs.
James M. Goodman, 241 North
Mercedes.

Wives are invited.

TEXTBOOKS

Textbooks and other sup-
plies may be purchased at the
University Book Exchange lo-
cated on the ground floor of
the Memorial Union building.

Please complete 5nd give to one o.. the staff members:

Name
41.0.111=1.11.".11111111111.11000.M11461006

Norman add 'as*.
Norman. Phone Number

Is your family 11PrQ ii No-imran with you? If so, give wine's

name , children age

age____------_-------------

4to ala .age



,..... SCHEDULE - WEEK 1

Monday 8:30-11:30 a.m. Registration and Introduc :ton of Staff
June 9 Dr. James Goodman, Directcr and

Staff

1:00-4:00 p.m. 'fatroduction of Institute Program
D. James Goodman, Director

Tuesday 8:30-11:30 Lecture-Discussion
June 10 1' 'lie Geography"

Dr. Arthur H. Doerr
William Elam and Leonard Hodgman

1:00-4:00 Lab - Group I
"TliTiTgrof- Maps and Aerial. Photographs
in the Interpretation of the Landscape"
Kenneth Sieve

Wednesday 8:30-11:30 Lecture
June 11 7717Eate of Physical Geography"

Dr. )carry Hoy

1:00-4:00 Lab - Group II
IEZNIZZT-Eirris and Aerial Photographs
in the Interpretation of the Landr.cape"
Kenneth Sieve

Thursday 8:30-11:30 Planametric Ma Exercise
June 12 1:00-4:00 D77155ZW72i. e :7 r. Elam, mud

Mr. Hodgman

Friday S:30-11:30 "A Geography for Each Time - The
June 13 Research Traditions of Geography"

Protect Seminar
rria7:7-gr. Hodgman

1:00-4:00 Open
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GUEST LECTURER

Dr. John M. 3a11, Associate
Professor of Geography and
Education, University of
Georgia will be our guest
lecturer on Thursday and Fri-
day, June 19 and 20.

Dr. Ball received his M.A.
from the University of Michi-
gan, M.S. from the University
of Chicago and his Ph.D. from
Michigan State University.
Currently he is a staff member
of the Elementary Geography
Curriculum Project. He has
directed three NDEA summer
geography institutes. Dr. Ball
is the author of several pub-
lication on Mexico, Latin Am-
erica, and 2 bibliography in
geographic education.

Dr. Bali will speak to the
Institute on Population Migra-
tion in Mexico, Geographic
Edication and the Discipline
of Geography, and the High
School Geography Project.

* * * *

This safety tip comes from
the Da.ght Illinois Star:
Staring dulls a motorist's
awareness. Rest the eyes by
keeping them in motion; vary
the focus to avoid fixed stare
on any single object. In other
words, don't stare at a girl
in a mini-skirt while driving,
unless She is "in motion,"

SPORTS NEWS
by

Krenek

The . good. name of the geog-
raphy Institute was ably de-
fended in a softball game
Tuesday evening as Goodman's
Good Guys defeated a highly
talented earth science insti-
tute team by a score of 18-13.
The geographers, led by the
bat of Wild Bill Elam and the
glove of Bobbles Hodgman, came
from behind to win the seven
inning affair.

Dr. Doerr's statement con-
cerning man's influence on his
environment was demonstrated
as Earthquake Bob Herzing
drove the ball into deep
center field and carried his
fleet 273 lb. frame around the
bases. As Bob pounded around
the bases the University of
Oklahoma experienced what is
perhaps the first man-made
earthquake.

Other games have been sched-
uled and in order to extend
this winning streak help is
needed. The geographers were
forced to borrow two players
from the opposition in order to
get the required nine. So get
out the '01 mil, limber up
what's left of your throwing
arm and join the fun.

* * * * * *
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Monday 8:30-11:30
June 16

1:00-4:00

Tuesday 8:30-10:30
June 17 10:45-11:30

1:00-4:00

SCHEDULE

"Weather Elements and Climates of
the Southwest" Dr. Boy

Lab - Group I
"The Overhead Projector: Construc-
tion of Materials and Use of the
Projector" Kenneth Sieve

"Soils and Vegetation" Dr. Hoy
"Geographic Regularities and the
Classroom" Dr. Goodman and Mr, Elam

Lab - Group II
"The Overhead Projector: Construc-
tion of Materials and Use of the
Projector" Kenneth Sieve

Wednesday 8:30-11:30 "Population Comparisons: Distri-
June 18 button, Ethnic Composition, and

Population Pyramids of the Southwest,
the United States, and Mexico"
Dr. Doerr and Mr. Elan

1:00-4:00 Independent Study

Thursday 8:30-11:30 "Population Migration in Mexico"
June 19 Guest - Dr. John M. Ball

1:00-4:00 "Geographic Education and the
Discipline of Geography" Dr. Ball

Friday 8:30-11:00 "The High School Geography Project"
June 20 Dr. Ball

1:00-4:00 Independent Study



TO . ee une

ANNOUNCING

A displaced Texan arrived in
Oklahoma this past Thursday,
June 19th, at 9:26 a.m. Daniel
Russell Krenek weighed in at
6 lbs. 15 oz. - 20 inches tall.
Congrvtulations to the proud
parents!

b. MOO 110 alla

SPORTS NEWS

This past week Goodman's
Roadrunners have compiled a
record' of four wins and one
loss.

The Roadrunners won a double
header from the Earth Science
Rattlesnakes June 12, by scores
of 17-7 and 10-4. Also on June
17, the Roadrunners won 8--4
from the G.T.U. Earthquakes.
However, the Roadrunners winning
streak was stopped at six games
last night when the Earth Sci-
ence Rattlesnakes out struck
the Roadrunners by a score of
10-8.

We're missing some of you on
game nights. Come on out and
join the fun. Incidently,
Earthquake Bob has just inform-
ed the Press that he is hitting
a tremendous 656 average!

POET'S CORNER

Since up is up and down is down
And never the twain shall meet;
Up can't mean north, but must

mean out --
Away from earth's center heat.

Some rivers flow north, but
none flow up,

Since water runs downhill.
Down can't mean south, but

always shows
The way things fall and spill.

HAPPY WORLD

World View Day:

The only days that can be uni-
versally shared as a "holiday"
or "day of change" are March,
June, September, December 21st.
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SCHEDULE

,

Monday 8:30-11:30 Physical Geography Regions of.the
June 23 Southwest

Dr.. Hoy

1:00-4:00 Lab -.Group I(A)
Audio Tape Programming (Slides/Tape)
Photography
Kenneth Sieve

Tuesday 8:30-11:30 Sequential Evolution of Agriculture
June 24 and Manufacturing'Patterns in the

United States
Dr. Doerr

1:00-4:00 Lab - Group II(B)
Audio Tape Programming (Slides/Tape)
Photography
Kenneth Sieve

Wednesday 8:30-11:30 Simulation Games H.S.G.P. Game of
June 25 Farming

Mr. Elam and Mr. Hodgman

Unit Area Mapping
Dr. Doerr

1:00-4:00 Open

Thursday 8:30-4:00 Field. Problem
June 26 Drs. Hoy and Doerr, Mr. Hodgman, Elam,

and Sieve

Friday 8:30-11:30 Globes, Maps, and Atlases
June 27 Latitude, Longitude, and Time

Mr. Hodgman and Ur. Elam

Answers to last week's State Quiz.

1. Nevada, 2. Illinois, 3. Massachusetts, 4. Montana,

5. Virginia, 6. Utah, 7. Ohio, 8. Tennessee, 9. New Jersey,

10. Missouri.



ISLANDS

11

16 cC:)

12 13P

O aoo 400

miles

Mapped above are the major islands of the world - 8 of the 10 largest
islands and 8 other important islands. All are oriented in the con-
ventional way with North at the top. Their names are listed below.
Match the numbers to the names as well as you can.

,INNINIMINI111110

Iceland

Great Britain

Cuba

Hispaniola

Madagascar

Ceylon

Sumatra

Java

Borneo

Celebes

New Guinea (Papua)

New Zealand

Mindinao

Luzon

Honshu

Hokkaido



LESSON SAMP LE

This lesson is to demonstrate a method but could be used as
motivation for introduction of a unit on migrations of peoples - --
European, Europe to America, Asiant'opening up of our Vest, the
homesteaders who went to Alaska, the Asian who came to North
America via Bering Straits, etc. This lesson would naturally be
followed up by study of a particular or a representative migration.

. It could be used to establish needs of individuals and of communi-
ties --- how people meet these needs and what restrictions there
are in satisfaction of these needs and wants.

PROPOSITION

We stave become dissatisfied with where we are living
and have banded together to form a new community. We
are, in a sense, pioneers - bringing with us only
knowledge and what we can transport.

DISCIPLINES TO BE INVOLVED IN THIS DISCUSSION:

Geouraphy
History
Economics
Pol:,.tical Science
So(,iology
Antropology

MAJOR CONCEPTS:

W4y. people established communities where they did.

The extent of independence and inter- dependence.

What are our basic needs? Can we satisfy all our wants
and needs?

MecEum of exchange for goods and services.

CnW.r:e "spots" of the life-layer.

NeeC for establishment of standards or rules to live by.

Comparative advantage, relative location, areal relation-
ships, and man as the ecological dominant.



(7,E4GRAPHY (?????Trr)

Here are some thought provoking tidbits that you might enjoy using some time.

1. From the diagram below, remove two lines and then replace two lines so
thrt you end up with four (4) equal squares. It will work in either diagram.

2. lake ten (10) trees (any shape) and plant them into
trees each.

ive (5) rows of four (4)

3. -ConneCt the dots in the diagram below with four (4) straight lines without
taking the pencil from the paper and without crossing or tracing any lines.

a

0 4

"Geography is the fun curriculum"

4
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GUEST LECTURER

Dr. Walter Rundell,
Professor of History, -Univer-
sity of Oklahoma, vill be our
guest lecturer on Tuesday, Wed-
nesday, and Thurdliiy, Zuly I,
2, and 3.

Dr.Rundell received his B.S.
from the University f Texas
and his M.A. and Ph.D. from The
American University. This fall
he will assume the.chairmanship
of the Department of History at
Iowa State University. Dr. Run-
dell has authored a number of
articles- dealing with the Am-
erican West and is a co-author
o.,7 Probing the American West
a ndgarre=iiiratraTiFii

Dr. Rundell will speak to
the Institute on the topics:
"A Spanish Frontier,1500.4848;"
"An merican Frontier, 1848-
1912;" and "The Twentieth Cen-
tury Southwest." Re has re-
quested that you examine two
books prior to his presenta
tions. These are The Great
Plains by Walter Pres76Yr-lifFEE
iTriaSky Determines by toss
CalvairT5friff--which are
available in our 8th :floor
library.

WORTS NEWS
by

Grantiand Korn

Goodman's Roadrunners have
done it again: A determined
G.T.U. nine made another
attempt to de-featheP: the saucy
Roadrunnee but were again out
dared on he basses by the
antics ot "Casey" Wook and
crew.

Leci by fireballtng Bruce
Begais an a strong defensive
eflort, the G.T.U. troupe built
an early 7-2 but the
RoadrUnne-i's were not disheart-
ened. ,lz.;acouraged by the sup-
poTt of vives and 4!`calarn,
they came back otrohc and
'pressured the G.T.U. boys ip.lo
key mit;s,kes enr3 many g0 a
tie at the end of rsvgiAat,
play.

Extra-inning play bro(Aght
out thebest of the Roadrunners.
Classy Caroline Kline continued
her fantastic display of place
hitting as the rally got under-
opy and the epitome of coolness
was displayed by "Casey" Wook
as be waited for his favorite
pitch. The moment of truth
arrived, however, as Giant Jim
Palmer's nit sent Casey on his
way with the winning run. The
demora117.ed G.T.U. group could
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SPORTS NEWS (cont.)

only gasp as Casey steamrolled

Answers to last week's Island
Puzzle.

around third and with superb
speed beat the throw at home
to give the Roadrunners a 9-8
decision.

1.
3.
5.
7.

Cuba, 2.
JavL, 4.

Celon, 6.
New Guinee.

Madagascar,
Great Britain,
Borneo,
(Papua),

S. HonEihu, 9. Sumatra,
Incidentally, the word is

out that G.T.U. intends to
water the diamond heavily

10.
12.
14.

New Zealand, 11. Iceland,
Mindinao, 13. Luxon,
Celebes, 15.. Hokkaido,

prior to the text outing to 16. Hispaniola.
blow mighty Casey downy

Wednesday's scheduled out-
ing against the Earth Science
Rattlesnakes was postponed due
to excessive interest in chas-
ing funnel clouds arose
central Oklahoma.

* * * * * * * * *

MORE TRICfY INFORMATION
y/11,./

Problem-Solving Techniques:

Ask what is meant by the ques-
tion. When it is clarified,
there will be no time left for
the answer.

Retreat into analogies and
discuss' them until everyone
has forgotten the original
problem.

Appoint a committee.

Watch for more solutions next
week.

el

Is it really true:
"If you've seen one miler
you've seen them all!"

'SOCIAL ACTIVITIES --

I To facilitate planning some
`future events would you check the
items below and return to any

'staff member or slide it under
the door of room 30 (across from

I the Lab.

Yes No

CD 0 1. Do you want to
have a family
picnic the 4th
or 5th week (on
a weekday evening)?

Inar ..11111 21.10 .4.421. .171.1, 40.21.. al1111101 .1111Cal ONWNSI a:Neff dyne.

10 0 2. Do you want to
have a final
blow-out affair?
(the last week)
If yes - what
would you prefer?

0 Informal Social
get- together

or

Banquet type affair
(dinner, etc.)

ISuggeotions for other activities:
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Monday
June 30

Tuesday
July 1

Wednesday
July 2

Thursday
July 3

Friday
July 4

SCHEDULE

8:30-11:30 a.m. "The Concept of Regions and Regional
Analysis: The Regions of the U.S."
Dr. Doerr .

1:00-4t00 p.m.

8t30-1100

1:00-4i00

Lab - Group III
Audio Tape Programming (Blides/Tapw)
Photography
Mr. Sieve

"Southwest History 1: A Spanish
Frontier"
Guest Lecturer - Dr. Walter Mundell

Lab - Group IW
Audio Tape Programming (Slides/Tape)
Photography
Mr. Sieve

8:30-11:30 aim. "Southwest History II: An Aserican'
Frontier"
Dr. Mundell

1:00-4:00 p.m. "The Regional Character of Latin
America and Its Relation to Mexico"
Dr. Hoy

8:30-11:30 oak. "Southwest History III: 20th Century
Southwest"
Dr. Rawdell

1i00-4:00 porn, project Seminar
"Regional Study; Essential Considera-
tions"
Mr. Elam and Mr. Eodgman

*MO (Due to a lash of latereat, today
has bees easselled1)
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A WORD PROM JMO

The Institute conducted at
Teague Verde, Arizona, last
week is a manifestation of the
current emphasis on evaluation.
Any federal funding program
such as BMA, NSF, SPDA, etc.,
has to eventually answer the
questions, "Are the intentions
of the law being net ?" "Is the
taxpayer getting a fair deal
for the millions poured into
education?" Evaluation is not
a new term nor a new problem to
educators. We have always had
to live with it, but We have
for the most part largely ignor-
ed or avoided the prottlem. True
false, multiple choice, fill in
the blank questions are insert-
ed at the appropriate time in
the term to either indicate how
well we have presented content
to our students (the halo ef-
fect).- or how dumb those stu-
dents are. Very seldom do we
try to measure our part of the
instruction; OFrho effect our
methods and content have in the
total education of youth.

Evaluation is essential.
Evaluation is difficult. Eval-
uation can be biased. As
troublesome as evaluation is,
it is still needed because:
1. Any evaluation effort with

genuine and sincere intent
must have accanrAftly atsted
goals and objeattves.

2. Goals and objectives, if
well stated, force us into
careful thought.

3. Consideration and reflection
upon the education process
may, hopefully, lead us from
some of the less desirable
ruts of tradition; those in
which we loose sight of the
reasons for our labor.

* * * * * * * *

GUEST LECTURERS

The fifth week of the Insti-
tute program features a number
of guest lecturers. Monday and
Tuesday will largely be devoted
to a consideration of transpor-
tation characteristics of the
Southwest which provides in-
ternal ties and contacts with
surrounding regions. Dr. J.
Edwin Becht, a Professor of
Business (Transportation) at
Western Illinois State Univer-
sity will be the consultant in
this area.

On Wednesday and Thursday,
three sessions will be devoted
to pedagogic vablems of work-
ing with Indian student.. Dr.
Robert Curry and Dr. Gene Shep-
herd, both of the C011ege of
Education, The University of
Oklahoma, will participate is
the afternoon sessions of Wed-
n esday.and Thursday. They will
e lteraate roles as lecturer and
discussant. Dr. Willard Bass
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Monday
July 7

Tuesday
July 8

Wedresday
4oly 9

Thursday
,aoly 10

Friday
juiy 11

1:00-400

8:30-11730

1:60-4:00

8:30-11:30

i:00-4:00

8:30-11:0

1:0G-4:0o

S:30-11:30

SCHEDULE

Guest Lecturer - Dr. Becht
Economic Regions of the U.S.

Dr. Becht

Dr. Becht

"Resource Base andEconomic Activities
of.Mextco.: The Geographic Regions of
Northern Mexico"
Dr. Roy

Guest Lecturer
Dr. Willard BasS

Guest Lecturers
Dr. Gene Shepherd and Dr. R. Curry

"Field Trip as a method of Instruction"
Mr. Elam and Mr. Hodgman

Guest Lecturers
Drs. Curry and Shepherd

"Economic Development Trends in U.S.,
Mexico, and the Southwest"
Dr. Doerr

1:00-41aU Open

......n no*-
GUEST LECTURERS (curAt-)

o? the Southwestern C.:.iopc-entive
Educationml Labovi-Aca-y (Albu-
querque), an Indlah educational
specialist, will discuss his
findings in his rescq4v;:h of
Inidi;at student achieve: exits
Dr. Bass will be a discussant
for the afternoon session on
Wednesday.

Dr. Edward J. Casavantes
will 'visit the Institute on
Monday of. the sixth m-;:ek to

discaus the Mexican-ilwrican
etudept, 8ocial
cc:anomie F:i\trecte4,4..E which

Gins /101-=',110v In the
cdtockl =ztwos0,,re.

TRIVIA

Historians have revealed
that Mrs. Paul Revere put up
quite a fuss the night her
husband made his famous ride,
She announced at the dinner
table: "I don't care who's
comuing. It's my night to use
the horse!"

The amount of heat energy
released furing the condensa-
tion (and ultimate precipita-
tion) of 1 inch of rain over
one square mile

- 140,969,352,856 calories
.!:a. assuming 14,000 BTU's per
ton of cos/

. BTU 252 calories
;i1.6 j Et:40;N1 to the beat energy

by Uurning 10,060,239
'e- of 2oiel!



ESPANOLA HIGH SCHOOL EARLY BIRDS
CONDUCT URBAN LAND-USE STUDY

American History students in the classes taught by Pete
Gomez at the Espanola High School completed a rurban land-use study
of Espanola in the Spring of 1967. The area included in the study
comprises the old school district #45.

The purpose of the study was three - ,fold: (1) to see how
the land is being used in Espanola; (2) to see how acres of rural
lands are being converted into urban areas; and (3) to study the
tax structure of this area by actually counting homes, estimating
their market value and figuring what should be paid in ad valorem
taxes.

Eight teams of students were assigned specific areas of
Espanola, and it was their responsibility to go to the community to
identify the portion of the map that was assigned to them. Each
team bad a map, a rurban land-uee key, notebooks and pencils.

The land-use key includes an instrument for determining
eight types of major land-use - agricultural, residential, commercial,
industrial, institutional, governmental, recreational and trans-
portation. All eight uses are found within Espanola.

As the class has studied the history of the United States,
they have observed the rapid disappearance of the frontier and the
growth of cities and towns. Since the land area of the United
States must continue to fulfill increasing demands from a growing
population and a continuously growing economy, demands for land
and its products and services change in form and intensity because
of this continuous change.

Demands on agricultural land, as evidenced.through this
study by EHS students, will be subjected to increasing pressure from
urbanization and increasing public facilities. Nationally, 4,500
acres of land arc converted from rural use to urban use each day.
Also, nationally as is true in Espanola, it is the beat agricul-
tural lands that are being covered with concrete and black top.

After the students completed their study, they began to ask
many questions. Among the questions they asked are the following:
Mill more land be needed to feed. the increasing population?"
Mill it be necessary to convert marginal land to agriculture?"
"Will we be able to feed the people on less land?"

The students suggested that since Espanola is just beginning
to feel the problems of growth, now is the time for the city council
to appoint a planning commission that will study dynamic long -range
orbs lgnd-1,1se policies with consideration of effects on urban
requirement':.. (Fo;, tL4- nee sewer plant properly locate.]
or will %9! 6fe!,:! o< ::tit4.1r plants along tile aio Grande?)

3:k11 :mintlnivti for Los AiAMOS end
Sesta Fe, aot that the is a rApid conveTsion of

-!:!8k!en

faanatee.u.N. ;.;4;cir ridevti luva la tt-).
oss-famAly TtNir%.

there taw's
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Back in the classroom after three days of field work, the
students borrowed the adding machines from the Business Department
to tabulate the worth of old district #45. According to their
interpretation of the land-use key and the market value they gave
to each property in the district, Espanola is worth $39,573,280.
If there were no tax exemption for veterans and heads of families,
a total of $288,036 should be collected in taxes within the area
studied according to their figures.

The students then computed bow much of this money collected
from the taxes should go for the purposes intended on the 20-mill
limitation as Stated in the New Mexico Constitution.

The students make these recommendations for ispanolas

1. Streets should be widened
2. Streets should be paved
3. Urban renewal of certain areas in the city is needed
4. Better planning is needed
5.' Long-range planning is needed
6. Idle lends should be used
7. Improvement of irrigation systems is needed

RURBAM PROJECT

Market Value Assessed Value Tax

Tessin $ 9,475,480 $ 3,126,908 $ 62,538
Tessin 2,233,000 861,518 17,230
Team #3. 9,500,070 3,135,023 62,700
Teas #4 2,742,000 4369,997 17,800
Teas #5 2,045,000 583,570 13,318
Team 418 6,056,800 1,998,744 39,774
Tessa 4,510,250 4488,382 29,767
Teas #8 410194409 984 208 24,911------

Totals $39,573,280 $13,0480350 $268,036
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OPEN HOUSE

tz.

r.

rrfE,IZZF''--7rr-23-lngzy

There will be an open house for Institute participants and
their wives at the home of Dr. and Mrs. Arthur H. Doerr, 1614 Holly
Circle (far south end of Hollywood Ave.)
Monday, July 28th, 8 to 10 p.m.

PROJECT PRESENTATIONS

Wednesday - July 30

8:30-9:30: Tucson Team
10:00-10:30: Mr. Cross
10:30-11:00: Mr. Gomez
11:00-11:30: Mr. Herzing

1:00-1:30:
1:30-2:15:

2:45-3:30:

Miss Kline
Mr. Brown and
Mrs. Bayless
Mr. Ragsdale
and Mrs. Taylor

Thursday - July 31

8:30-9:30: Alpine Team
10:00-10:30: Sister M. David
10:30-11:00: Wayne Vanderford
11:00-11:30: Mr. Schneider

1:00-1:30:
1:30-2:15:

2:45-3:30:

Mr. Huffman
Mr. Nash, Mr. Ballford,
and Mr..Robinson

Mr. Rydeski and
Mr. Lucero

"This will make them think either that
we had a ladder, or else that the
floor subsided."



The Roadrunner

Monday
July 28

Tuesday
July 29

Page 2

Weekly Schedule

8:30-11:30 Professional Organizations
Mr. Hodgman and Mr. Elam

8:30-11:30
1:00-q:00

(Turn in post-test)

Slide Presentations
Mr. Sieve and staff

leanesday 8:30-11:30 Mr. Elam, Mr. Hodgman and staff
July 30 1:00-4:00

Thursday 8:30-11:30 Mr. Elam, Mr. Hodgman and staff
July 31 1:00-4:00

7:00 p.u. Final Awards Dinner
Place to be announced

Friday 8:30-11:30 Final evaluation and summary
August 1 Staff

HOPE YOUR GEOGIIAPHIC ADVENTURES IN THE CONING YEAR

HAVE NO FAULT LINES:
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OU Project to Aid
Indians; Latins
NORMAN An experi- nel Development Act of 1968.

mental educational program The grant will be adminis-
geared to help Mexican- tered by the Office of Educe-Americans and Indians will
he conducted through an! tion in the Department of
eight-week institute at the Health, Education and Wel-
University of Oklahoma this fare.
summer. In the grant proposal sub-

The institute, titled R"- raitted to HEW, Goodman
gional Geography of the
American Southwest for said that Mexican-Ameri-
Teachers and Trainers of cans and Indians must have
Teachers of Indians and an understanding of their re-
Mexican-Americans," will gion and its relationship to
be from June 3 to July 29. adjacent areas if they are to"We're going to train 30
individuals 10 who deal assume a mere productive
with training teachers on a role in modern society.
college level and 20 teachers "The Indian and the Mexi-
of grades 7 through 12." Dr. can-American cannot live in
James M. Goodman, OU as- isolation," Goodman said.
.sociate professor of geogra- "An, appreciation of the
!phy and director of the insti- American Southwest a n d
itute, said. how this area is now related

"The teachers who are ac- to Mexico and adjacent re-
lcepted for the institute must gions of the United States is
lbe teaching in a classroom basic to an understanding of
that has majority of Indians how they fit into the multi-
lor Mexican-Americans." cultural mosaic of American
1

Participants must come society.
from the four-state area bf "The mettle of a pt-41e so
Texas, Oklahoma, New Mex- closely tied to a region can:co and Arizona, where Mex- thus be strengthened to pro-lean-Americans and Indians vide self-improvement."comprise a substantial per-
centage Institutethe participants will

be provided with a stipend ofPreference will be given to
teachers who are Indian or $75 a week during the insti-
Mexican-American, G o o d- tute and $15 a dependent
man said. each week of the program.

A major objective of the They will pay for their
institute will be to improve lodging and meals, textbook,
the content of geographic ed- and supplies required for
uoatton as It is presented to saltine activities, and lodging
students from minority de_ and meal expenses incurred

during field trips.merits in the Southwest,
Goodman hopes the pro- Besides Goodman, insti

gram will also promote a tute staff members, all from
positive attitude toward ge- the department of geogra-
ography as "a sound and in- phy, include Dr. Arthur H.
teresting academic discip- Doerr. professor and chair-
line that can make a major man of the department; Dr.
contribution to the education Harry E. Hoy, professor,
of Southwestern Indian and and three graduate students,
;Mexican-American youth." Kenneth J. Sieve. Washing-
! The institute is funded by ton. Mn.; William Elam,
a $10.000 planning grant un-Austin, Minn.. and Leonard
'der the Educational Person- Hodgman, Dwight, 111.
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Regional Geography Institute
Schedules Training Session

The Institute for the Regional
Geography of the American
Southwest for teachers and train-
ers of teachers of Indians and
Mexican-Americans will be con-
ducted at OU June 9 through
August I, by the OU Department
of Geography. The program is
supported by the United States
Office of Education as authorized
under the Educational Personnel
Development Act of 1968.

Exciting Trip Planned
A railroad trip on the Rio

Grande's Wot al Famous Durango
to Silv.i-ion (Colo.) Railroad and
an overnight stay at St. Michaels
Indian School on the Navajo In-
dian Reservatis- in Arizona are
among activities scheduled for
participants in a amer institute
during a week-long field trip.

Twenty-five persons from Ok-
lahoma, Texas, New Mexico and
Arizona, most of them teachers
in classrooms that have a ma-
jority of Indians or Mexican-
Americans, are enrolled in the
institute on the Regional Geor-
graphy V the American South-
west.

rho participants and six in-
stitute members left Norman
early Wednesday by' bus on a
regional field study of the South-
west that will take them through
five states: Oklahoma, Texas,
New Mexico, Colorado and Ari-
zona.

Purpose of the field trip is to
give instituters an opportunity
to establish a regional identity to
the Southwest by studying the
physical geography of each
region and the role that regional

consciousness plays in the cul-
tural identity of the Southwest.

Dr. James M. Goodman, OU
associate professor of geography,
is institute director.

The first day of the field trip
will take the OU group to Little
Sahara Recreation Area, Ala-
baster Caverns State Park, Guy-
mon and Boise City, where the
Chamber of Commerce will host
an ice cream social for the visit-
ors.

After as overnight stay in
Boise City, the institute partici-
pants and staff will travel to
the Capulin Mountain National
Monument, Raton, Taos and
Santa Fe, N.M.

Additional spots the group will
visit include Santa Fe museums,
St. Michaels Indian School in
Arizona, a Laguna, N.M., Nava-
jo tribal museum, and Ghost
Ranch, also in New Mexico..
Some of the cities they will stop
in are Chama and Aztec N.M.,
Cortez, Colo., and Amarillo,
Tex.

The institute is designed to pro-
vide training in regional geog-
raphy of the American Southwest
for teachers and trainers of
teachers of Indian and Mexican-
American students. The main
premise of the program is based
on the view that an understand-
ing of the Indian and Mexican-
American's local and regional
geographic environment will as-
sist in the instillation of regional
pride and identity in a unique
multiculture area of the United
States.

By the inclusion of trainers of
teachers in the program it is
hoped that the efforts expended
can be can-led on the teacher
training institutions within the
southwestern United States.

Twenty-five participants have
been selected to attend the In-
stitute. These include teachers
from colleges and universities,

classroom teachers in grades 7-
12, or supervisors, coordinators or
administrators of junior or senior
high schools.

The staff of the institute in-
cludes: Dr. James M. Goodman,
associate professor of geography,
director; Dr. Arthur M. Doerr,
professor of geography, lecturer;
Dr. Harry E. Hoy, professor of
geography, lecturer; Kenneth J.
Sieve, William E. Elam and
Leonard Hodgeman who are
special instructors and will be
working in transfer-translation
actitivies.

One of the major events of the
institute will be an eight-day field
trip beginning July 16. The group
is to leave Norman July 16 and
travel to Boise City in the Okla-
homa Panhandle for the purpose
of observing the changing land
drifts from east to west. From
Boise City the participants of the
institute will visit Santa Fe, N.M.
where they will study New Mexi-
can history, art and culture at
the Museum of New Mexico.

The group will also prepare ur-
ban land-use maps of Santa Fe
for comparison with similar maps
made of Norman.

Other points of interest on the
trip include: the Chama River
Valley and Ghost Ranch in New
Mexico. Pagosta Springs, Duran-
go and Silvertown, Colo.. Monu-
ment Valley and the Canyon de
Chelly Cliff Dwellings in Arizona,
rnd a tour of the Navajo Tribal
Museum at Window Rock, the La-
guna Pueblo and Albuquerque,
N.M.



OU EPDA GEOGRAPHY INSTITUTE EVALUATION

ADDENDUM REPORT: PRETEST VS. POSTTEST ANALYSES

September 1, 1969

Preface: This report is the companion effort to the "Preliminary Evaluation

Statement," dated August 180 19690 The earlier statement presented a review

of the Inatitatefrom the planning and organizational stages; to the examina-

tion of pretesting data, and then the on-site evaluation which included indi-

vidual and group interviews, observation of the term efforts ce the persons

in the Institute, and examination of the Institute participanas2 professional

development through a variety of expressions. The faeler statement of the

evaluative process followed in evaluating the Institute is contained in *he

preliminary* statement and the interested reader can obtain Lite step-by-step

reporting in that statement. The Addendum Report presents the analysis and

interpretation of the posttest data as related to the prel:est data which

was not available at the time of writing the preliminary report('

MlandaSEE

To assess change between pretest and posttest performances, analysis

of variance with repeated measures was performed on the two sets of data

In 6000 cases, the data were ranked also so that the reader would not only

be able to see whether a significant change occurred on an item but also

()i whether an item shifted in relative position to other items", In other cases,

simple frequency counts were made and the aroportion of respOndentS choosing

0 each item alternative is reported" A brief statement on statistical pro-

() cedures employed will be presented in the various aa3tions of this report*

0 &malts and Discussion

In each section of the results to be presented, an effort will be made
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to interpret the results in that section rather than summarizing the

results at the end of the report° In this ways the reader should be

better able to follow assessment and interpretive procedure° Ms mean

scores for a. particular variable may be found to differ slightly in

separate reportinge due to the fact that the number of respondents differed

in performing the separate analyses because of incomplete data or

requirements of the computer programs°

Table 1 shows the results of the analyses of variance performed on

the 126 scale and item variables for which pre and post scores were avail-

able° Due to the fact that the same respondents were tested on two occas-

ions, repeated measures analysis of variance was employed° A probability

value of 10 or less was considered to be statistically significant°

Thirty -one of the first 72 variables were significant under this standard°

(The last 54 variables are single-item variables concerned with attitudes

toward various social coneiderations° For analyzing these items9 a prob-

ability level of p * *20 or less was considered significant and worthy of

dismission° The concern here was that it is, of course, more difficult

for individual items to attain a high level of significance as compared

with scales because of the relatively lower amounts of variance associated

with individual items, Also` ho4vert the items of p = 020 or less are

selected out to indicate trends that were emerging in the attitudes of

the Institute participants, this being a matter that would seem to be

Or importance to planning and assessing subsequent institutea°

Table 1 cites abbreviated descriptions of each of the variables° A

fuller description ofetrious subsets of variables ie contained in subse-

quent tables°
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Table 2 dhows the results of the pre and post analyses in regard

to the rated importance of Geogravaical Study Areas° Institute respond-

ents were asked to state the importance of each of the ten areas on a

scale ranging from 0 to 100 The average importance ratings for the pre-

test and posttest are shown, along with the rankings of items where 1

indicates most important and 10 indicates least important* Also shown

with eaterieskg are those areas which showed significant increases in

attributed importance between the two testings0

Significant differences were registered by eight of the 10 area items

with all ten items receivieg higher importance ratings on the postteSt0

If 6b0 is taken as thetaaoretical neutral point, it is interesting to note

that., while on the pretest five items were at the neutral point or below

on the posttest only the lowest item ("foreiga trade") was fcand around

the theoretical neutral point, The indication seems to be that Institute

participants became rather dramatically aware of the importance of a num-

ber of areas of geography about which they had previously been 'unaware or

indifferent, They obviously found a breadth to Geography that had not

been perceived when the Institute began°

Examination of the pre and post rankings found "Landforms" and "Foreign

Trade" maintaining 1st and 10th positions in rated importance° Areas showing

largest drab in importance rankings are "Population Numbers" (2nd to 7th)

and "Plane Names" (7th to 9th)0 Increases in rated importance were registered

by "CUltural Diffusion" (5th to 3rd), "Argil Differentiation" (6th to 2nd)9

and "Sequent Occupancy:" (8th to 6th) 0

Obviously, the Institute was notably successful in enlarging the geo-

graphical perspective of Institute participants, Geography became less



fact and name - number oriented for the participants as they became more

aware of the processes of geography, historical, scientific, and cultural°

Table 3 presents "Cultural Factors in Ilouthwest".results. institute

members were asked to rate the importance (10 = most; 0 .00 least) for a

number of behavioral adjectives and social designators as applied to the South-

west. In Table 30 the mean importance ratings for the pretest and poet..

test are Shown, accompanied by the ranks fOr each variable. Asterisks

are located Ay those variables whereon significant differences (p = 010 or

less) were observed between pre and post testings,; Some Major findings

from Table 3 are: (a) Institute members indicated a general teneeney to

assign greater importance to variables on the posttest. On 24 of the 26

items the posttest ratings were greater than the pretest ratings. (b) Ten

of the variables showed significant differences between the two rating

periods. These variables are: open-frieadly-outgoing, pridefe, clean,

SpanishAmerican, happy-gay, Indian dialects, quick-witty-intelligent,

Chicanos, Red Power, and Black Power. (c) Only two variables received

lower posttest importanoe ratIngss, these being Closed- reserved -quiet

personality, aid Dirty. Although significant decrements were not found,

this finding is important in that generally an upward push on importance

ratings was observed. (d) The median of the. pretest ratings was 5.03 and

the median:for.the posttest ratings was 6067, indicating that, indeed

institute members were operating under an increased importance "set" on

the posttest. (e) An examination of the ranks, with 1 being the most

important ranking, reveals that nine of the variables shifted at least

205 positions between post and pre teetings. Variables ranked higher on

wettest than pretest are: Spanish-American (from 8th to 3rd), Open-friendly..
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outgoing (from 5th to 1st), Chicanos (from 20th to 13.539 aLd Black Power

(from 25th to 21th). Variables dropping in relative importance between

pretest and posttest are: Mexican.American (from 3rd to 9th), Closed, reserved

personality (from 15-45 to 18th)9 and Dirty (1805 to 24th).

Reflecting briefly upon these data, there is an indication that In-

stitute participants became increasingly aware of cultural variables in

the Southwest during the Institute experience. Some "Cherished" views

of the people of the Southwest underwent change. The people of the South-

west were perceived not no much as closed and reserved and dirty, but as

open and friendly and clean and happy. The most significant gains in

scores over the two testings were on the "open, friendly, outgoing," and

happy9 gay." Obviously study and contact with the peoples of the region

resulted in a better underetanding of tle personality of these people

argil the attribution of greater importance to Spanish-Lmerican, Chicanos,

and Indian dialects than before. If a single most important point were

to be singled out from Table 3, it would quite possibly have to be that

Institute members experienced an alteration of old conceptions about the

peoples of the Southwest. The emphasis after the Institutems more upon

the friendly, clean, prideful, and witty and less so with closed-reserved,

dirty, and slow. An interesting sidelight is the reversal between Spanish-

American and Mexican-American ratings and rankings between pre and post test-

lags. The Spanish.American was perceived as more important than the Mexican-

American on the posttest, while the reverse was true on the pretest. Obvious

some of the Institute experiences resulted in becoming aware of regional

distinctions between the two cultural heritages. Experiences during the
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field trip in northern New Mexico might account for an increased emphasis

upon the importance of Spanish - American Jain:ince. While the rating for

Mexican American remained virtually constant and the ranking :hopped, both

the rating and the ranking for "Chicanos" rose sharply,

Table 14 presents the results of "Economic Factors in the Southwest."

Of the 17 variables, six increased in importance rating significantly.

Importance ratings between the two testings were the same or higher on the

posttest than on the pretest, with the exception of "Hardwoods."

The largest increases in importance ratings were registered by Coal and

Copper. Water received the highest rating and most important reeking;

Air Pollution was seen as the least important economic factor in he

Southwest. The interesting shifts in ranks between eretest and posttest

were: Natural Gas (from ittb. to 8th), Military Bases (7th to 10th), Grazing

(2.5 to 605)U, Petroleum (5th to 2nd), Copper (10th to 3.5), and Tourism

(6th to 3.5).

Table 5 preseubs the results of the various content testa utilized

in the Institute on a pre-post basis. Significant changes in learning

occurred on the Histoey of Southwest, Locate SW Features, Map and Photo

Reading, aid Geographic Terms and Facts. Improvements but not quite sig-

nificant were shown on General History of Southwest and the Hap Reading

Teat. Thule, the Institute was successful in its objectives of helping

Institute participants gain historical perspective of the Southwest,

gain knowledge of the landforms and features of the southwest, and gain

skill in utilising various kinds of geographic materials. Although no

test of ability to operate a variety of media equipment was employed on

a formal basis, Institute participants reported greatly improved ability
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in operating media equipment and preparing a variety of instructional

materials that were to be employed in their home area schools*

Previous sections of this report have dealt with Institute members'

perceptions of the study areas of geography, perceptions of cultural and

economic factors in the Southwest, and their /earning of geographic facts,

terms, concepts, and processes. Table 6 presents now some data on attitude

Change, or perhaps beliefs would be a more appropriate term. In Table 6,

those items which showed significant changes between pre and post testings

are listed. For assessing change on these item variables, a probability

value of .20 or less was taken to be significant. Twelve items met this

criterion* The item means on pretest and posttest can be obtained from

Table 1, page 3.50 In interpreting the significant changes on the 12 items,

there is the indication from items 79 8, 13, and 14 that the importance of

social class in understanding ethnic minority group youngsters should not

'e overlooked,. Institute participants report increased appreciation for

the role of economic necessity and the importance of the "culture of poverty "

considerations in understanding the behavior of their students. Ethnic

factors or characteristics are frequently confounded with social class

considerations, since many members of ethnic eaority groups are of lower

social class membership. Ey far the most significant item was number 8,

an item that dealt with the behavior of lower social class individuals.

The item reads: "Lower social class individuals are, because of economic

necessity, compelled to rely upon the support and approval oi friends,

relatives, and neighbors." On the six-point scale ranging from Highly

Disagree to Dighly Agree, this item changed from approximately Slightly Disagree

to Agree* Items 36 and 38 provide some additional information that
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Institute participants had been encouraged to think less in terms of

ethnicity than in social class terms. Item 17 also with supportive

comment obtained from Institute participants9 is interpreted ae down-

playing the role of ethnicity in encouraging the academic and vocational

interests and achievements of Mexican-American and Indian students° The

primary concern inferred here is in dealing with the poverty (lower social

class) factors that must be understood in dealing with the economically

disadvantaged children of whatever ethnicity.

Institute members terse upon graduation less in agreement with the

notion that teaching Anglo students abouththe heritages of the ethnic

minority groups in the region would promote goodwill and acceptance of

the minority group student by 'iimgle students. The item that refers is

number 209 and pertinent to understanding this item is the fact that

very considerable discussion in the Institute centered around the concept

of "cultural pride." After considerable debate between Institute faculty

and participants the terms cultural pride and heritage were replaced by

cultural awsreuess ar understanding. Perhaps even more important is the

possihMity that Institute members realized that teaching history of cultures

will not by itself result in better understanding of the Mexican or Indian of

himself and his culture OP result in increased understanding of ethnic

aieerity group youngsters by Aral° students. Geography is9 of course9 an

important and 17gical vehicle for beginning an approaCe or effort to cross

cultural understanding among people. Institute participants were possibly

thinking of the necessity for incorporating sociological and psychological

considerations in their process of teaching in their home schools and the

need for interpersonal contacts in promoting cross-cultural good will9 all

of which were things undertaken to some degree by the Institute.
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Institute members also agreed more highly that institutsein geography

are vital because college level trainers of teachers have little background

in the area of geography. The members repeatedly in the interview sessions

reported that their view of the breadth and importance of geography had grown

tremendously and that because of their Institute experiences they would be

better prepared to teach a living geography in their home schools.

Firmaly items 41, 42, and 50 are somewhat difficult to interpret.

Item 419 by itself, "What is right and good at one time and place may not

be right and good for all times and places," was agreed with more after the

Institute than before, and this result is not unexpected in the perspective

that the Institute might be said to encourage less biased, less conservative,

more cultural and historically-relevant thinking. In this light, it is diffi-

cult to assess the more absolutistic tendency in items 42 and 50. On the

42nd item, Institute members answered more disagree to "Questions of values

and morals should be taken out of their traditional supernatural setting

and put in a naturalistic setting. On item 500 they agree less, upon the

expiration of the Institute than at the beginning, with th statement: "The

traditional moral standards of our culture should not be accepted; they

should be examined and tested in solving the present problems of students."

Perhaps, these items tap some very basic psycho-social dimension related to core

middle-class culture in the U.S., so that while some understanding has

been generated by the Institute to help members interact more "warmly"

toward members of other cult72.res, only a start has been made to modify

deep-seated beliefs or attitudes. The Institute would appear to have

been notably successful in "opening the door," in helping teachers to

think see, and understand the world of the ethnic minority group child
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and that geography iS conceptually broad enough to be the vehicle for

promoting cross-cultural acceptance and understanding. It should also

be noted that since no grades were awarded in the Institute and ke.nce

Institute members were informed that an independent evaluation was being

accomplished and that the tests were to be utilized by the evaluator in

assessing change, Institute members probably felt little or no constraint

in making direct and free comments oa the various questionnaires adminis-

tered them. If this be the case° then there is additional reason for being

optimistic that various attitudes toward thnic minority group children

were indeed affected by the Institute exemiiences9 particularly in regard

to the socioeleconomic factors or forces that impinge upon them to affect

their motivation for school and achievement.

The final portion of this data analysis report is concerned with

analyzing the results of the pre and post testing on items dealing with

characteristic descriptors of the Southwest. These results are shown in

Table 7. The major results are: (a) (he modal response (the response

given by the most people) was the same for eight of the 10 itemsg although

some shifting around occurred to increase or decrease the percentages

between the two testings. (b) Items 4 and 9 saw new modal responses being

made on the posttest. Item 4, asking whether cowboy9 soldier9 merchant,

or tourist is most charaoteristicg saw the pretest modal response of cowboy

change to posttest modal response, tourist. Item 9 on the pretest showed

68% of Institute members choosing desert as most typical of Southwest.

The posttest modal response was actually bimodal with desert and grassland

receiving 48% of the responsez. (o) Some items increased considerably in

size of modal response from pre to post testing. Item 1 found increased

support for th composition of the Southwest to be California9 Arizona9
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New Mexico, Texas, and Oklahoma (from 52% to 72%). Item 2 found imp.

creased agreement that the Southwest was transitional in climate,

vegetation and landforms (64% to 84%). On Item 4, tourist jumped

from 24% to 48%9 a finding which probably reflects the number of tourists

encountered by the members on the field trip!. Cattle and mesas and

buttes (items 6 and 8) increased in size of modal responses. Item 9 shows

grasslands increasing from 24% to 48% while desert dropped from 68% to 48%.

(d) Some other interesting aspects of the descriptors data are probably

attributable to the field trip experience. On item 7, "hot" picked up

from 64% to 72% of the responses, at the expense of "warm" and "cool."

On item 5, the colors "redo" and "blue" picked up responses from "brown."

Blue, pertic4arly, increased from 4% to 20% of the responses.

These data are particularly interesting because they demonstrate the

diversity of conceptions about the Southwest and because they point up

rather vividly the impact of a field trip experience. Institute members

often altered their conceptions of the Southwest through the experiences

of sight and sound, by looking and talking with people in the region.

They became aware of the colors of the earth and sky and the diversity

of the terrain. And in a real sense, the field trip not only put the

entire Institute into perspective, "put it together as far as theory

and practice was concerned," according to several Institute members, but

the trip itself exemplified the purpose of the Institute which was to

promote awareness of the Southwest, its land and its people, so that

these new-found perceptions and conceptions could be communicated to

the ehildren of the Southwest, thereby bringing into perspective and

possibly a new cross - cultural awareness that would foster and promote

learning and individual development in the scLools.
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Miscellaneous Results

This section will briefly report on a potpourri of matters concerned

with the results of some of individual scales used in the evaluation but

which were not reported upon previously.

(1) No d4fferences were found between pre and post tests on the

"Content vs. Student Orientation Scale," variables 63 and 640 The scale

is eivided into (a) actually does and (b) should do, The Institute partici-

pants reported that it was more important to be student - oriented than content-

oriented, but they also reported that teachers usually emphasize the content

at the expense of the student- approach. The student-approach emphasizes

helping students establish friendly relationships with classmates, helping

students acquire good study habits (rather than emphasizing content to be

learned), helping students feel successful by rewarding correct responses

rather than correcting incorrect response. There is some evidence that

Institute participants are more student-oriented following the Institute

in that they report that the more serious failing in a teacher is a "severe

and aloof manner (variable 73) rather than inadequate mastery of subject

material to be taught*" From pre to post Institute they significantly

modified their approach toward the student-oriented direction.

(2) Variable 65 represents the Rotter internal vs. External Control

Scale, a high score on which indicates a greater concern and reliance upon

the operation of fate, luck, chance, or destiny. Compared to the pretest,

Institute members indicated that they felt'on the posttest that Mexican and

Indian youngsters were more externally-controlled by forces outside them-

selves than the teachers had previously felt. The Institute experiences

here as in seem to have produced a greater understanding on the part of
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participate to the effect that socio-economic forces are powerful in-

, fluences upon the lives of ethnic minority group students who are of lower

social class backg6ounds0 In many instances, the lower Blass youngster is

found to feel that be is not and cannot be responsible for his fate and that

he is at die mercy of forces outside himself, This is the effect of the

"Culture of Poverty," In Variable 66, the Institute members report that

Anglo youngsters, by an large and thusly probably middle class, or predominantly

internally-oontrolled rather than externally - controlled.,

(3) There was a slight, but not significantly, tendency for participants

to blooms less authoritarian, as measured by the Adorn°, et aI° Authoritarianism

(7 scale) measure, The F -scale is varible 670

(4) On Variable 126, we find a slightly significant tendency for Institute

participants to decrease the number of Slightly Agree and Slightly Disagree

responses to the various items in the questionnaire., Since no neutral point

was used, the SA and SD responses might be taken to indicate, cumulatively,

a tendency to be neutral or avoid taking a position, The mean number of times

SA or SD was checked dropped from pretest to posttest and one inference that

might be made is that the Institute experience assisted or prompted individuals

to adopt more definite position s° It is very likely that this is what happened,

particularly in regard to considerations of social class in ethnic minority

group pupas, since a number of the significant differences in attitude occurred

along the line of "CUlturo of Poverty" considerations,

ABSENtE

The Institute was found to have produced significant changes in the

perceptions of the Institute participants in regard to the breadth and

importance of geography, to the numerous cultural and economic factors
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operating in the Southwests and to the utilization of geography to teach

a better understanding of man by man. Institute members have learned the

content of the Institutes they have learned to operate media equipment and

prepare instructional materialss and they now bane a conceptual framework to

perform the teaching of geography in the home schools. The Institute has

resulted in some modifications of attitude, leading to an acceptance and

better understanding of the ethnic minority group pupil and a better under.

standing of the trees that impinge upon him. The field trip experience

produced the opening of vistas for thought and communicationthe Southwest

took on new characteristics through the field experience and the instruction

provided by the Institute staff. A fact and number type of geography that

dulled pupils through the years has been replaced for these Institute par-

ticipants by a vital and living geography, a study of man in his environments

and the interaction of men with man and nature.

Specific strategies to apply the vast amount of information and experience

assembled into each Institute participant for the purposes of instruction of

yonngsters in the home schooI4 particularly ethnic minority group youngsters,

awaits the ingenuity of each participant. He or she now has the tools and

skills and same instructional guides, but the implementation and adaptation

of tools, skills, and principles requires the continued efforts of the partici.

pae. The Institute staff has offered continuing assistance to various echo

represented by the participants. The participants themselves have overwhelm.

ingly endorsed the Institute and asked for a second institute which would build

upon the one just completed, bringing in increased amounts of sociological.

peychological-culturel expertise.

Although this was only an eight -week institute, it would bet by any longer

standard, rated a definite success!! Meg the evaluation team, are pleased to
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Wu) the words of the great majority of Institute participants who have

in numerous ways expressed, "Well done, Institute Staff, Well done!"

It is hoped that the comments, consultations, critiques, and reports

issued by the Evaluation Team will be of immediate and future usefulness

because we do indeed share the enthusiasm and professionalism generated by

the staff among the participants and the long-term and immediate

goals of the Institute,

Respectfully submitted, on behalf of the Southwestern Cooperative Educational
Laboratory, Albuquerque, New Mexico

Paul 3. Liberty, Jr*
Associate Director, Measurement &
Evaluation Center, The University
of Texas, Austin, Texas, and Associate
Professor of Educational PsychoW7
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Pretest vs. Posttest Analyses

Table I. Report of Analyses of Variance
Variable Pretest Mean Posttest Mean F-Ratio Probability Variable Description

1 10.28 13000 19.614 00006'. History of Southwest

2 4.17 4.72 1.001 .1949 General History of S.IJ.

3 11A3 14.22 28,,971 .0001** Locate S.W. Features
Economic Factors:

4 9.33 10.00 1.889 .1846 Water

5 8039 8.39 00 1.0000 Natural Gas'

6 2094 5.11 17.000 .0010** Coal

7 3022 4.06 1.261 02767 Iron

8 5.33 4.67 .8co .6128 Hardwoods

9 5.56 7.06 2.643 .1192 Send, Gravel, Clay

10 7089 7R89 op 100000 Military Bases

11 8.50 8.50 0. 100000 Grazing

12 2050 3.56 1.516 .2335 !fir pollution

13 7000 8.22 4.349 .0500** soil

14 8.22 9.11 4.335 .0503** Petroleum

15 6.89 8,72 17.581 .0009" Copper

16 7,50 8.50 2,684 .1165 Grass

17 5.11 6.67 4.733 .0418* Softwoods, etc.

18 8.06 8.72 2.615 .1210 Tourism-rec.

19 60'78 7.67 2.886 .1044* Manufacturing

20 8.50 8.67 .191 .6707 Irrigation

21 6.44 7.17 1.781 .1973 I. Map Reading

22 2.6? 3.33 4.000 .0590* II. ToposraPhic Hap reading

23 4.67 6.94 34.808 .0001** III. Geographic Terms & Facts

24 15.70 17.44 15.351 .0014" Total: 1,11,111.

25 7,33 10.56 27.129 .0002" Total: I, III.
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Variable Pretest Mean Posttest Mean F-Ratio Probability Variable Description

26 11.11 14006 14.041 .0019 Total: 11,1110

27 6.56 7.50 2.375 .1386 Cultural Factors:
Poverty

28 4.89 6.11 2.367 .1392 Wealth

29 6.44 7.89 6.232 .0220" Spanish-American

3o 7.67 7.66 .011 .912? Mexican-American

31 7000 7.72 1.635 .2162 Spanish Language

32 5.56 7.06 5.358 .0317" Indian Dialects

33 2.28 3.89 50357 .0317" Red Power

31 6.89 9.00 19.000 .0007" Open, friendly, ourgoing

35 6.17 7.56 30928 .0612" Clean

36 6.61 7.67 3.073 . .0944" Prideful

37 5.17 6.83 6.538 .0194" (Nick, witty, intelligent

38 5.50 7.33 15.015 .0015 Happy. gay

39 3083 4067 1.923 .1808 Cosmopolitan

40 3.33 6067 15.044 .4015" Chicanos

41. 2.0o 3.94 10.428 .001 Black Power

42 6.06 6067 1.000 .3330 Babtiet

43 7.72 8.06 .630 05560 Roman Catholic

44 1.89 2.6]. 1.357 .2593 Agnosticism

45 7.28 7.44 41.7 .7352 Conservative

46 3.50 4.28 .959 .6570 Liberal

4? 4.67 4.93 .106 .74.75 Closed, reserved, quiet
personality

48 3.50 3.17 .708 .5836 Dirty

49 2.44 4.00 1.171 .2946 Shameful

53. 2.78 3.44 .654 .5648 Slow, dull, ignorant

5/ 2.28 2.83 ..476 .509 Sad, unhappy

52 .
4.67 5.33 1.41? .2492 Provincial



Variable Preteat Mean Posttest Mean Matio Ptobability Variable Description
GEOGRAPHY STUDY AREA

53 54,89

54 5.44

55 4.94'

56 7.22

57 7.83

38 6.61

59 7.39

60 8.72

61 5.44

62 7.22

63 146'

64 2.72

65 872

66 3.44

67 44467

68 4.56

69 39.94

70 3.89

71 4ou

72 8.40
._.,41111411410

73 .44

74 .56

75 347

76 4.056

77 4.61

78 4.11

79 3.50

80 4.06

7.50 3.075 .0943*

8,11 13.949 .0019"

6.28 3.443 .0779*

8.33 4.509 .0464"

7.94 .045 .8285

8.61 9.714 .0063**

8.56 6.457 00201**

9.06 .459 .5134

7.94 12.379 .0029**

8.39 40407 .0486

*83 .654 .5648

2.67 .191 .6707

10.94 8.936 .0081**

3.00 .368 .5586

43.1? .544 .5228

4.56 0. 1.0000

37.78 2.028 03.608

4.22 .810 .6157

4.39 .410 .5569

8.61 .781 .6071

.61

1...1.x. .1...1
MOO 00796**

.56 0. 1.0000

3.61 .699 .5806

4.28 .351 .5678

4.67 .018
. .8905

3.89 .791 .6100

3.83 .773 .6044

3.89 .183 .6771

nace Mame

Sequent Occupai4e

FOreUn Trade

Agricultural Crops

Population Numbers

Aerial Differentiation

Cultural Diffusion

Landforms

'fictional Organisations

Landscape Analysis

Teachers "Actually Does" Item

Teachers "Should Do" items

internal vs. External Control
(I-E) Scale (Mex. & Indiana)
I.E Scale: Angles

FScale (Authoritarianism)

Itat15

arodtbeck Value Aeh. Scale

ltes: 25

nen: 26

Items: 25 & 26
.40WMOWW.WOMP01.11.041.0401111iMINIPMWOOW

Itee 1. page 5

Item2. page 5

Item 1. page 14

Item 2. page 14

Item 3, page 3.4

Item 44 page 14

Item 5, par 14

Item 6, pegs 14
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Variable Protract Mean Posttest Mean F.Batio Probability Variable Description

81 4.39 444 2.742 0114119 Item 7, page 14

82 3.67 4.94 130284 .0023** Item 89 page 14

83 4044 4.72 .628 .5554 Item 9, page 14

84 3.33 3.78 .938 06517 Item 109 page 15

85 4.28 4.56 .747 .5963 Item 11, page 15

86 4.44 4.56 0486 .5016 Item 12, page 15

87 2.72 2.22 2.887 01043** Item 13, page 15

88 3.33 2.72 1.835 .1908' Item 14, page 15

89 4.33 4.50 .378 .5532 Item 15, page 15

90 3.94 4.22 .797 .6120 Item 16, page 15

91 5.50 5.17 2.429 .1344* Item 170 page 15

92 5.50 5.33 1.308 .2681 Item 189 page 15

93 5.44 5.28 .415 .5346 Item 19, page 15

94 5.28 4.05 2,473 .2321* Item 20, page 16

95 5.28 4.94 1.417 .2492 Item 21, page 16

96 5.17 5.28 .386 .5488 nal 22, page 16

9'7 4.94 4.72 .486 .5016 Item 23, page 16

98 4.56 448 .519 .5126 ltei 24, page 16

99 2.11 2.39 .596 .5435 Item 25, page 16

100 4.67 4.39 .383 .5504 Item 26, page 16

101 4.78 4.89 .274 .6128 Iteni 27, page 16

102 517 5.22 :429 Jar Item 28, page 16

203 4.271 4.67 2.911 .1030** Item 29, page 17

104 446 4.83 1.093 0114 /tam 30, page 17

105 4.39 4.30 .136 7171.. Item 11, page 1?

206 4.31 4.33 .716 .5861 Then 52, page 17

207 3.72 3.94 0319 .5126 Item 33, page 17

108 4.39 4.50 .212 .6546 Item 34, page 1?



Variable Pretest Kean Posttest Mean FRatio Probability Variable Description

109 4856 3.39 .459 .5134 Item 350 Page 17

110 2.78 2.20 38400 .7.096** Item 360 page 17

111 4.50 4.72 .883 .069 Item 370 page 17

112 4417 3078 2.077 .1648,0 Item 360 page 1?

113 3,44 3.83 .6100 'Item 390 Page 17

114 34 8 3.78
t. 1.0000 Item 40, page 18

115 4.83 5.= 10889 .1846e Item419 page 18

116 4033 3.89 28937 .1005" Item:42. peg; 18

13.7 4.6? 4.67 0. 180000 Iteta.'439 page 18

118 5013 5.00 .386 .3488 Item 44, page 18

119 VA 5.44 00 100000 Item 459. page 18

120 5811 4.83 .747 .5963 Item 46, page 18

121 2.94 2.83 0 44 06128 Item 479 page 18

122 5011 4.89 0791 963.00 Item 489 page 18

123 5.22. '5.22 0. 1.0000 Item 490 page 18

124 4072 4.22 3.122 00920" Item:509 page 18

125 217044 218017 .015 09011 Sum of 50 items

126 15.94 13.11 1.710 a062* Total of Slightly Agree' sad Slightly Disagree

11 17s i 19-'t,
Note: "For variables 1429 = value of F "Ratio is sigilificwat at P =,405, .

level or less. A single asterisk indicates a significant value ,` / j°
between .05 and 010.

On the remaining items, " = P v=lue is between .00 and .100 A ^
mingle asterisk indicates a P value between .10 and 020.

4.=
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Table 2. Pre and Poet Comparisons of Average Importance Ratings and

Rankings of Ten Geographical Study Areas192

20nMsa Stn Areas
PRETEST POSTTEST

Landforme 842 (1) 9006 (1)

Population Nsnaers 7.83 (2) 7094 (7)

Cultmrla Diffusion 7.39 (3) 8056 (3)

Landscape Ana1yeie 7.22 (405) 8.39 (4)

Agricultural Crops 7.22 (4.5) 8.33 (5)

Areal Differentiation 6,61 (6) 8.61 (2)

Place Rams 5.89 (7) MO (9)

Sequent 0ccipance 5.44 (8,5) 8.11 (6)

Functional Organisation 5.44 (8.5) 7.94 (8)

Foreign Trade 4.94 (10) 6.28 (10)

links are shown in parenthesis.

%stings were made on a 20 = mast important and 0 s least important basis.
The most important ranking is coded 1.
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Table 3. Pre and Post Comparisons of leverage Importance Bating' and
Banking' of Trenty -Six (26) "Cultural Factora in Southwest."
(Banks are shown in parentheses.)

PRETEST POSTTEST
Calixal.actors Art. Leapt. Bating Avg. Import. Bating

Boman Catholic 7.72 () 8.06 (2)

MericanAmerioan 7.67 (2) 7066 (6)

Conservative 7028 (3) 7.44 (9)

Spanish as a language 7.00 (4) 7.?2.(4)

Open, friendly outgoing 6.89 (5) 9.00 (1)

Prideful 6.61 (6) 7.67 (5)

Poverty 6.56 (7) 7.50(8)

Clean 6011 (9). 7056 (7)

Baptist 6.06 (10) 6.67 (1305)

lkidian.diplects 5.56 (11) 7.06 (11)

BIM gay 5.50 (12) 7.33 (10)

Quick, witty, intelligent 5.17 (13) 6.83 (12)

Wealth 4.89 (14) 6.11 (15)

Closed, reserved, quiet
personality 4067 (13.5) 4.50 (18)

Provincial 4.67 (15.5) 5.33 (16)

Cosmopolitan 3.83 (1?) 4.67 (17)

Liberal 3.30 (1805) 4.28 (19)

Dirty 3.50 (1805) 3017 (24)

Chicanos 3.33 (20) 6.6? (13.5)

Slaw, doll, ignorant 2.78 (21) 3.44 (23)

Shameful 2044 (22) 4000 (20)

Red Poser 2.28 (23.5) 3419 (22)

Sad, /unhappy 2.28 (23.5) 2.83 (25)

Black Pow 2.00 (25) NO (21)

Agnosticism 1.89 (26) 2.61 (26)

Nets: Ratings were made on a /0 = moat important and 0 ex least important basis.
Most imp:Ttant :?ankitz :LH coded 1,
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Table 40 Pre and Post Comparisons of Average importance Ratings and

Rankings of Seventeen (17) "Economic Factors in the Southwest."

(Ranks are shown in partntheses.)

PRETEST POSTTEST
Economic Factors ara-LmMt°111. Mit...13M11.1VW.

!dater 9.33 (1) 10000 (1)

amine 8.50 (2.5) 8.50 (65)

Irrigation 840 (2.5) 8.67 (5)

Natural. Gas 8.39 (4) 8.39 (8)

Petroleum 8.22 (5) 9.11 (2)

Touriam.Recraation 8.06 (6) 8.72 (3.5)

Nilitar, Bases 7.89 (7) 7.89 (10)

Grass 7.50 (8) 8.50 (6.5)

soil 7.00 (9) 8.22 (9)

Copper 6.89 (10) 842 (3.5)

manufacturing 6.78 (11) 7.67 (11)

Sand, grovel, clay 5.56 (12) 7.06 (12)

Hardwoods 5.33 (13) 4.67 (15)

Softwoods, eta. 5.11 (14) 6.67 (U)

Iron 3.22 (15) 4.06 (16)

Coal 2.94 (16) 5.11 (14)

Air Pollution 2.50 (17) 3.56 (17)

Note: Ratings were made on a 10 = most important and 0 = least important basis.

Most important ranking is coded 1.
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Table 5. Comparisons of Pro and Post Geography Content Tests, showing

for each scale the number of items in the scale, the pretest

mean, the poettest mean, and the P level('

Name of Test Pretest Poettsgt

1181.211eit No. Items ....bm.14 Meam P

10 History of the Southwest 20 10028 13000' 00111i.

20 General History of S.W. 8 4.17 4072 014.

30 Locate S.W. Features 20 11.83 14022 0001

4. Rap Reading 13 6944 7.1? 020

5. Topographic Map Reading 6 2067 3.33 006
(Map and Photo Reading)

6. Geographic Terms and Facts 10 1667 644 00001

7. Sum: 49 59 6 29 13.78 17044 0001

Sum: 5, 6 16 7.33 10.56i .0002

9. gam 4,6 23 11.11 14.06: 0002

Rote: P *probability value than FRatio (not shown) between two means arose
by chance. ;For Test 1 above, there is only 1 chance in a 1000 that
a significant difference between two mops as for Test 1 could have
occurred by chance. Thus, we can be very reasonably sure that the
difference found between the two means was not due to chance factors0



Tabu 6. Listing of items which showed significant differences between

pre and post testinga in regard to various social attitldes.

(In Table 1, the items discussed here correspond to variables

73.124).

item (Variable 81): Close family. ties are more common among MericanAmerican
and Indian Students than Anglo students generalky. (Institute members agreed
more highU. with this item after posttest.)

Item 8 (Variable 82): Lower social class individuals are, because of economic
necessity, compelled to rely upon the support and approval of Mends,
relatives, and neighbors. (Institute members changed to indicate high agree
meat with this item.)

amal (Variable 87): The "Culture of Poverty" characteristics are less
--*Oitant than ethnic characteristics in understanding the Mexican and

Indian students. (Moberg increased their disagreement with this item.)

Item 3,4 (Variable 88): Ethnic characteristics are usually "true" racial
-717Meneas rather than the results of poverty conditions. (Members

increased their disagreement with this item.)

Item 17, (Variable 91): Both race social class and ethnicity are important in
o erstanding Mexican and Indian pupils and in encouraging their academic
and vocational interests and achievements. (Slightly less agreement with
this item alter posttest.)

Item 20 (Variable 94): Teaching Anglo students about the heritage, both physical
and cultural, of the Indians and Mexicans within a region will promote good
will. understanding, and acceptance of the Mexican and Indian student by the
Anglo student. (Less agreement with this item over time.)

iteea. (Variable 103): Institutes in geography are vital because college level
of teachers often have little or no background in geography. (Members

expresoed greater agreement with this item over time.)

Item 36 (Variable 110): Mexican and Wien students usually employ special
mechanisms for gaining attention, such as tattling, or excessive talking to
other students. (Greater disagreement with this item on posttest than pretest.)

Item s (Variable 112): When Mexican and Indian students are.corrected by the
teacher, they usually are very embarrassed or accept the correction without
reactions. (Item dropped in agreement level from pretest to posttest.)

Item 41 (Variable 115): What is right and good at one time and place may not
--ahmlliht and good for all times and places. (Greater agreement with this
item indicated over time.)

It 42 (Variable 116): Questions of values and morals should be taken out of
their traditional supernatural setting and put in a naturalistic setting.
(Item dropped in agreement level.)

Item 50, (Variable 124): The traditional moral standards of our culture should mat
be accepted; they should be examined aud testdd in solving the present problems
of students. (Item decreased in agreement from Agree to Slightly Agree.)
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OU EPDA GEOGRAPHY INSTITUTE

EVALUATION

PRETEST VS. POSTTEST

Table 7. Pretest vac posttest comparisons on ten (100 items dealing
with characteristic descriptors of the Southwest.

Item No. 1: The American Southwest embraces which combination of States:
(1) Oklahoma, Texas, New Mexico; (2) California, Arizona
New Mexico, Texas, Oklahoma; (3) California, Nevada, Utah,
Arizona, Nev Mexico, Colorado, Oklahoma, Texas; (4) Arizona,
New Mexico.

Pretest Posttest
Alternatives 1411:2MEy'Cos 16 Choeis Imo;

(1) 8 8
(2) 52 72
(3) 36 20
(4) 4 Or

Item No. 21 The Southwest is; (1) homogeneous in its physical
character; (2) varied in landforms, but olimatioallt
homogeneous; (3) mostly devoid of vegetation; (4) trans-
itional in climate, vegetation and landforms.

AUSEBEILENE % Mart .0.R.Allg,

(1) 0 0
(2) 32 16
(3) 4 0
(4) 64 84

Ikea No. 3: The human population of the Southwest: (1) is economically
deprived; (2) is culturally homogeneous; (3) is composed of
older age groups; (4) is relatively sparse and'unevenly distributed.

Alternatives % Cgati Elet

(1) 0 0
(2) 4 4
(5) 4 0
(4). 92 96

Item No. 4: ::hick of the folloWing is most typical of the Southwest:
(1) cowboy; (2) soldier; (3) merchant; (4) tourist.

Alternatives ° Cria % NOM
(1) 32 44
(2) 4 0
(3). 20 8

-.0
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Item No. 5: Which of the following is most typical of the Southwest:
(1) red; (2) brown; (3) green; (4) blno..

Alternatives % 003181 % MEI
(1) 8 16
(2) 88 64'

(3) 0 0
(4) 4 20

Item No. 6: Which of the following 113 most typical of the Southwest:
(1) cattle; (2) sheep; (3) horse; (4) burro

Alternatives % (WW1%
FM%

(1) 68 84
(2) 20 16
(3) 8 0
(4) 4 0

Item No. 7: Which of the following is most typical of the Southwest:
(1) hot; (2) warm; (3) cool; (4) cold

Alternatives cRLI.Agi % Eigiffitt

0.) 64 72
(2) 32 25
(3) 4 0
(4) . 0 0

Item No. 8: Which of the following is most typical of the Southwest:
(1) plains; (2) mountains; (3) mesas and buttes; (4) canyons.

Alternatives;' %Cgatl anta
(1) 24 12
(2) 12 4
(3) 64 84
(4) 0 0

Item No. Which of the following is most typical of the Southwest:
(1) desert; (2) forest; (3) grasslands; (4) crops.

Alternatives %Crain g WW1
(1) 68 48
(2) 0 4
(3) 24 48
(4) 8 0

Item No. 10: Which of the following is moat typical of the Southwest:

(1) sedan; (2) pickup (3) station wagon; (4) jeep (4wheel drive vehicle)

Alternatives % CRS81111

(1) 12 16
(2) 84 84

P



REPORT oitymAT

Physical
Setthm The physical setting for the Institute was very satisfactory and well

arranged. The access to equipment and instructional mndis was excellent as

well as facilities being available for work by many groups of various sizes.

The particIpants felt that they had "a home" that they could work in and

identify with as they proceeded through the eight weeks of the program.

There is nothing specific I would recommend in additten to the general

amount and arrangement of apace and in the accessibility of equipment.

St_ aff The staff was very dedicated in their approach to this program and

in their working with each other. I suspect the major strength of this

Institute was the way in which the staff worked together. The attitude

they had toward each other and the respect shown one another made all feel

free to be involved in good personal relationships. An institute can rise

or fall based upon the interpersonal relationships of the staff and with

the staff and participants working together. This most important atmosphere

of cooperation was present and strengthened the program. However, there

was need on the staff for people who had a more detailed knowledge of the

geography of the southwest as related to the focus of the Institute. An

historical geographer of the southwest would have been a major help in the

program. Lectures in anthropology focused on the southwest would have

helped also.

Materials A sincere attempt was made to have a variety of learning materials

available to the participants. However, as to be expected, there were

more materials on Oklahoma than on any of the other states or areas of the

southwest. There was a real need for more materials on the various ethnic
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groups within the southwest including their historical background,

anthropological context, etc. The problems of teaching different ethnic

groups were not emphasized by the types of materials that were available

or were required. A highpoint on this issue was the material supplied by

the visitor from Albuquerque. The material that was required and discussed

was excellent in its quality, but there appeared to be difficulty in relating

it to the specific problems of the southwest. The materials on physical

geography such as weather, climate, soils, landforma, etc., was sound and

it was excellent, but it was more as a portion of a general geography survey,

rather than a specific relating of those aspects of physical geography to

the unique focus of the Institute. I daresay very few materials exist that

are that specifically focused and this made the problems of the staff even

greater. Even the elements of geography were too sweeping and were possibly

not related sufficiently to specific examples of the southwest.

In the materials, it would have been he11:24 if curriculum guides and

units from schools that teach ethnic groups could have been available.

This would fit in with using the experiences of the participants who have

worked in some of the schools that were mentioned. In the presentation of

the geographic material, it might have been more helpful if basic concerts

in geography were made more clear to the participants so that they might

relate these to teaching strategies in working with ethnic groups. The

translation of the material learned in geography le the major long term

value of as institute such as this. The materials presented by the partici.

pants varied in the specific translation to teaching situations that the

participants will face.



Methods Some concern was shown that there should have been more definite work

dune on how geography can link with the teaching problems of the type of

students the Institute involved. Possibly more group discussions and more

involvement of participants on that type of approach could have been helpful.

The participants might have been a rich source 0f material and experience

if they had shered more of the problems they have had in teaching ethnic

groups and thus had the staff relate these problems to the field of geagraph7.

The staff was available for working with the students both day and night and

were quite il=xible in their approach.

Field Work The field experience seemed to have been very valuable and was a major

cohesive force for the Institute. However, it might have been better to

spend more time in fewer places with more indepth work in selected places,

rather then covering such a wide area in the time they did.

Schedlle The schedule was not overloaded as was done in so many early institutes

where neirly every hour of the day was scheduled. There was maple opportunity

for comemplation and individual work as well as discussions. The balance

between organised presentations end individual work opportunities seamed to

be goods

Content The development of skills in the use of certain geographic materials

seemed to have been vogramed and followed through in an excellent fashion.

The methodology of geography was also examined, especially in the earlier

part of the institute, and appears to have been dons ie the proper amount.

In other words, certain skills and techniques and philosophy of the field

were brought in properly and it appears at the right dine. However, the

basic concepts of geography did not specifically rotate to the region and

to the specific problems of the region as much as they might have. It
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might be best in the future that the basic elements of economic geography

or historical geography, rather than physical geography, be the frame of

reference for looking at the problems of teaching ethnic groups in the

southwest. By using historical geography a more interdisciplinary approach

might be possible. Tying in with this would be the aldition to the staff

of an historical geographer who could relate to the region and show the

problems of ethnic groups.

I. In my opinion, this Institute was a success in what it attempted

to do mainly because of the attitude and flexibility of the excellent staff

that directed this Institute.

II. The facilities were excellent.and the materials required were

pertinent to the task.

III. The schedule was prepared in a way that was sufficiently flexible

allowing :Jr a variety of activities.

IV. The geography content needed to be more specifically related to

the southwest and to the problems of ethnic groups in their school situations.

V. The staff could have gained from having an historical geographer

and/or anthropologist who specialised in the southwest region and in the

ethnic groups involved.

VI. The experiences of the participants could have been used more and

related to the program.

VII. The geography that was presented was excellent in quality and covered

the field in a proper way, yet it could have been made more specific to the

soutbiest in particular.


